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Abstract

Much research has been done on the lives and works ofJacob and
Wilhelm Grimm,the German literary scholars ofthe late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. Most ofthis research has pertained to the psychological
and sociohistorical interpretations oftheir tales. Little work has been done,
however, to directly relate their stories to events that happened during the time in
which they lived. Also, the Brothers’ lives are oJften misunderstood as they are
thought widely to have only copied the stories they heard onto paper, which
would have required little literary skill. On the contrary, the Brothers shaped the
stories according to what they thought best reflected the ideals, norms, religious
sentiments, and political and social events ofthe German society.

In this thesis, I will analyze five familiar Brothers Grimm tales - Little Red
Riding-Hood, Cinderella, Rumpelstiltskin, Hansel and Grethel, and Snow-white
and the Seven Dwarfs- with special attention given to the religious, social, and
political connotations the Brothers worked into the tale. I will explain how the
meaning ofthe tales go beyond that of what Walt Disney showed us through his
films, and instead reflect certain events that happened during the time ofthe
Brothers. Furthermore, I will show how their personal views on issues such as
prostitution, the rising bourgeoisie culture, child abandonment, and the role ofthe
woman in German society influenced the tone and plot ofthe tales.
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Introduction
Historians in Disguise
Many who have read little German history will know the
folk tales collected by the brothers Grimm, thefirst two volumes of
which were published in 1812 and 1815. Their stories are set in a
landscape ofdense woods where wolves are neverfar away. They
depict a world shaped by bereavement, peopled with orphans,
stepmothers and widowed women believed to be witches. Beggars
are commonplace and mostpeople are hungry, exceptfor princes
or afortunate miller. Life is hard andfilled with toil: children are
valuablefor the work they perform but a potential burden when
they eat more than they produce. The stepmother ofthefolk tale
often cruelly exploits the step-children; sometimes she and her
husband abandon them altogether.
These tales, recorded and reworked by two middle-class
academics, are infused with elements ofviolence and the
supernatural typical ofGerman Romanticism in the early
nineteenth century. They cannot be seen as a simple reflection of
everyday life in German-speaking Europe under the old regime.
Even passed through thefilter oftheir collectors, however, the
subjects and attitudes depicted in these stories offer some insight
into the world that contemporaries experienced, and how they tried
to make sense oftheir lot ^lackboum 1).
The text you just read did not come from a book, article,journal or
presentation about the Grimm brothers; in fact, it was not even written by a
Brothers Grimm scholar. The above text is an excerpt from the introduction to
David Blackboum’s book. History ofGermany 1780-1918: The Long Nineteenth
Century. Blackboum is one ofthe leading authorities on German history, and his
book details the history ofthe country between the specified dates, recording
everything from common diseases to detailed political policies. The author
references common themes found in the Brothers’ tales, such as stepmothers,
wolves, children who need to be fed, and woods, as indicators of German history.
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But why mention the Grimm brothers at all? What do these literary scholars have
to do with German history?

By reading and analyzing the final versions ofthe Brothers Grimm tales,
scholars can correlate important events in German history to the plot lines ofthe
stories. The Brothers were not merely literary scholars, but historians ofsorts.

For centuries, the Brothers Grimm and their literature have been read in
the home and studied in the classroom. Although their work is often classified as
children’s literature by the public at large, the Brothers’ style ofstorytelling is
actually the result of much editing, carefully placed symbolism, and what was
happening in eighteenth and nineteenth century Germany. The Brothers regarded
it as theirjob to record the history of Germany through their literature. Many of
the stories collected and re-told by the Grimm brothers deal with political and
social issues present in Germany during their lifetime.

Unfortunately, over the years, the facts about the Brothers’ lives have
become as much myth as the fairy tales the Brothers collected. To fully
understand why the Brothers’ tales follow the plot lines they do, it is important to
know the biography ofthe Brothers themselves. The more we know about the
Brothers’ upbringing, and about what aspects ofsociety they came to know,then
the closer we are able to look at how their lives affected the literature they worked
on.
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Jacob Ludwig Grimm (1785-1863)and Wilhelm Carl Grimm (1786-1859)
were bom into a life of ups and downs. Their father, Philipp Wilhelm Grimm
(1751-1796), was a highly successful and prosperous lawyer, and their mother.
Dorothea (jiee Zimmer, 1755-1808), was a housewife, devoted to her husband and
family. In 1791, the family was living in Steinau, near Kassel, where Philipp
Grimm was given the position of district magistrate. The appointment allowed
the family to live comfortably and secured their position in the realm ofthe upper
class. Because ofthe father’s newfound wealth, the family was afforded the
luxury ofservants, and education played a large role in the lives ofthe Grimm
children (Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 2). They were given formal training in
reading, writing, and mathematics by a private instructor, Herr Zinckhahn. They
were then sent to a local school, where they started a classical education. Philip
also made sure his children were given a strong religious education by the Reform
Calvinist Church, something Jacob and Wilhelm would value throughout the rest
oftheir lives as they were deeply religious and valued high morals above all else
(Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 2).

This comfortable lifestyle ofthe Grimm family did not last long. In the
winter of 1795-1796, at age 44,Philip suddenly fell ill. His death was slow and
grotesque, as described in a series of emotional letters Jacob wrote to his
Grandfather(Michaelis-Jena 17). Once the father died, “all happiness was gone’
(Michaelis-Jena 18). This was the beginning ofa series of hardships the Grimm
family would face throughout the rest oftheir lives. Because the death was so
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sudden, not much financial support was left for the Grimm family, and within
weeks the family lost their house, servants, and social standing.

The family relied heavily on outside support, mainly fi-om their
grandfather and “Aunt Zimmer,” Dorothea Grimm’s sister. Jacob took on the role
as the head ofthe household, and he, along with Wilhelm, took on heavy
responsibilities fi’om this point on. Jacob often struggled maintaining his
relationship with his family as both a brother and a father. Wilhelm, however,
stuck close by his brother, voluntarily bearing much ofthe pressure to help the
family survive. Ironically, it could be said that the men who continue to influence
millions ofchildhoods never had a childhood oftheir own.

A break came for the Brothers in 1798, when their aunt arranged for the
Brothers to live with her in Kassel and study at Lyzeum (high school), a
prestigious institution not usually afforded to citizens ofthe Grimm family’s rank.
When hearing this news, their Grandfather wrote them:

...I cannot repeat often enough that you must remember your goal
the reasonfor being where you are. This means diligence during
lessons and awayfrom them, so that you may lay thefoundations
for yourfuture good, do yourselves credit, and give pleasure to
your mother, to me and the wholefamily. Therefore, keep away
from company which might lead you into temptations, but
associate with sensible menfrom whom you can profit, and, above
all,fear the Lord, which is the beginning ofall wisdom. It will
give your old grandfather great pleasure at all time to have good
newsfrom you...(Michaelis-Jena 21).
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Both brothers took this advice to heart. They spent hours studying each day to
catch up with the other students, and eventually graduated at the top oftheir class
(Michaelis-Jena 22-23). At this time the Brothers were between the ages of
twelve and thirteen, and the boys kept in close touch with their grandfather
through letters.

Because they had lost their social standing after their father died, the
Brothers were already aware ofsocial injustice in their society’s class system.
These injustices were only further emphasized while attending school. Jacob and
Wilhelm proved themselves as gifted students, but they were still treated as
inferior to other students who were bom into higher social ranking families. After
they graduated, they had to obtain special permission to study law at the
University ofMarburg because their social ranking was too low to be
automatically admitted (Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 3). Furthermore, the students
at the university who came from families with high social rankings were given
scholarships, while the Grimm brothers were left to pay for their own education,
even though they had much less money to do so (Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 4).
The Brothers were well aware ofthis and saw it for the social injustice it was.
These injustices only served as more fuel for the fire though, because both
Brothers continued to excel.

It was at Marburg that the Brothers first became interested in the origins
and meanings of German literature. Fredrich Karl von Savigny, a prestigious
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professor at the university, took the brothers under his wing, introduced them to a
circle offriends that would prove to be very influential during their lives, and
spiked their interest in the romantic travelling poets ofthe Middle Ages
(Michaelis-Jena 28). Although it may have been unknown to them at the time.
Savigny would go on to be a constant influence in the lives ofthe Brothers and
the spark that started the brilliant fire oftheir literary career. The Brothers had
already started becoming avid readers and had started collecting books with an
interest in classifying the literature according to historical standards. Savigny
nursed this interest by teaching them how to find the origins oflaws and
literature, and how to trace those things back to the culture of a particular nation.

After traveling and working with Savigny for a year, Jacob made the
decision to stop studying law and move back home to focus on being a provider
for his family. His mother was in bad health. Since Jacob was the oldest child, it
was his responsibility to make sure the Grimm family could be provided for.
Wilhelm continued studying law, but the Brothers kept in close contact with one
another, and it was during this time that they began gathering oral and literary
folktales. Wilhelm held weekly meetings with a group of yoimg men interested in
folk tales and fables, and gathered stories during the meetings. The Brothers also
relied on fiiends to send them material and local gossip to fuel writings
(Michaelis-Jena 9-10). Even though they were relying on others for tales, the
Brothers also read heavily and gathered many tales themselves, especially when
traveling.
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Both brothers shared a love for literature and for preserving Germanic
history. It is important to note that there is a common misconception about this
aspect ofthe Brothers’ work. It is often said the Brothers simply gathered
folktales and recorded them ver batim for publication. This is simply not sure.
When gathering folktales, the Brothers asked fnends to send them any tales,
songs, or poetry they had heard and, more often than not, visited homes ofreliable
sources to collect tales first hand(Kamenetsky 152). Instead ofrecording the
stories as is, the Brothers often made their sources repeat the tales to them many
times before putting pen to paper. They then revised the tales multiple times in
order to make them fit into what they thought was historically and socially
accurate in regards to the German culture(Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 10). They
also added many religious elements to the stories to reflect their personal views
on controversial matters.

Unfortunately, hard times did not let the Brothers linger on these tales for
long. As the French invaded and took over Kassell, social and political turmoil
caused Jacob to lose his job. Also, Wilhelm’s health was less than stable, and he
was treated for asthma and a heart disease. Both Brothers were dedicated to
German unification, and continued to support this cause for the rest oftheir lives.
Neither brother was pleased with the Napoleonic Wars nor French rule, and as a
result neither brother was subtle in expressing their political views. Even though
the Brothers were displeased with French rule, they also did not want to see
Germany ruled by oppressive German princes either. After the French withdrew
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in 1813, Jacob began writing political articles criticizing the trivial disputes
between the German princes and served as a kind offounder ofthe modern-day
political analyst. Both brothers had been contributing material to papers and
“learned journals” since 1807(Michaelis-Jena 65). Jacob was already quite
known because in 1811 and 1812 the Brothers had begun publishing their
research ofold German literature, including their most widely known publication
Kinder-und Hausmarchen (Children *s and Household Tales). In 1814, Jacob
served as a diplomat in Paris and as a member ofthe Hessian Peace Delegation in
Vienna, where he was able to continue collecting more material for his and his
brother’s work on German literature and culture(Michaelis-Jena 72). Meanwhile,
Wilhelm had secured the position ofsecretary to the royal librarian in Kassel and
worked on publishing the second volume of Children’s and Household Tales in
1815. Upon return to Germany, Jacob worked alongside Wilhelm as second
librarian in the royal library ofKassel, and the Brothers began editing the first
volume ofDeutsche Sagen (German Legends)in 1816.

During this time, the Brothers were beginning to gain fame throughout
Germany. Although they were certainly making money from their publications,
they lived on modest means. “Freedom certainly meant more to the Grimms than
money,” Ruth Michaelis-Jena writes. Many edits were made to their tales, as seen
by the elimination of much ofthe brutality in the tales in late editions. Jack Zipes
writes:
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They eliminated erotic and sexual elements that might be offensive
to middle-class morality, added numerous Christian expressions
and references, emphasized specific role modelsfor male and
female protagonists according to the dominantpatriarchal code of
that time, and endowed many ofthe tales with a *'homey or
biedermrierflavor by the use ofdiminutives, quaint expressions,
and cute descriptions(Zipes, The Brothers Grimm 14).
The tales, originally meant for scholars, became targeted towards children. The
stories, however, still portrayed one significant element: the history ofGermany.
As the Brothers worked and re-worked the tales, they subtly portrayed what was
happening in the German society in terms ofpolitics and social issues. They also
added religious elements to the text to portray their personal view-points on these
matters.

Throughout their lives, from the moment their father died to their own
deaths, both brothers felt an immense struggle with social class, especially in the
professional world. They were hired, fired, and banned fi*om jobs because oftheir
political standings. For example, at the time, universities were closely watched
and publications censored (Michaelis-Jena 104). The Brothers were blacklisted
from teaching at universities after theyjoined a group ofpublically, politically
active professors known as the “Gottingen Seven,” which stood against King
Ernst August II(Michaelis-Jena 112-113). The king succeeded to the throne of
Hannover, revoked the democratic constitution of 1833, and dissolved parliament,
Although the Gottingen Seven

were

greatly supported by like-minded political

thinkers, the Brothers proved too much ofa threat to universities considering
them for hire.
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Through the hardships the Brothers faced, we are able to see that even
though they were held in high regards for their academic and moral integrity and
saw success during their lifetime, the Brothers were never fully accepted into the
upper class of German society. They were, however, able to move up through the
ranks after having their social status stripped fi-om them when they were young,
which was a difficult achievement. They also remained very close throughout
their lives; living and working together even after Wilhelm’s marriage to one of
their primary sources, Dortchen Wild,in 1825.

Because the Brothers were personally subjected to economic and social
hardships, involved with political events first hand, and were deeply religious,
they were keenly aware of what was happening in the society around them. As
we go through the five tales featured in the following chapters, we will see how
the Brothers’ lives played a big role in the retelling ofthese stories.
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Chapter One: Little Red Riding Hood
You sure are lookin'good

There was once a sweet little girl, who had gained the love ofeveryone,
even those who had only seen her once. She had an old grandmother, who knew
not how to do enoughfor her, she loved her so much. Once she sent her a little
cloak with a red velvet hood, which became her so well that she obtained the
name ofLittle Red Riding-hood.
One day her mother said to her, 'Come, Red Riding-hood,I want you to
go and see your grandmother, and take her a piece ofcake and a bottle ofwine;
for she is ill and weak, and this will do her good. Make haste and get ready
before the weather gets too hot, and go straight on your road while you are out,
and behave prettily and modestly; and do not run,forfear you shouldfall and
break the bottle, and then grandmother would have no wine. And when you pass
through the village, do notforget to curtsy and say "good-moming” to everyone
who knows you.'
7will do everything you tell me, mother, * said the child, as she wished her
good-bye, and startedfor her long walk.
It was quite halfan hour's walk through the woodfrom the village to the
grandmother's house, and no sooner had Red Riding-hood entered the wood than
she met a wolf.
Red Riding-hood did not know what a wicked animal he was, andfelt not
the least afraid ofhim.
‘Good-day, Red Riding-hood,'he said.
‘Good-morning, sir,'replied the little girl, with a curtsy.
‘Where are you going so early. Red Riding-hood?'he asked.
‘To my grandmother, sir,'she replied. ‘Mother baked yesterday, and she
has sent me with a piece ofcake and a bottle ofwine to her because she is sick,
and it will make her stronger and do her good.'
‘Where does your grandmother live. Red Riding-hood?”
‘About halfa milefrom here through the woods; her house stands under
three large oak-trees, near to the nut hedges; you would easily know it,'said Red

Riding-Hood.

, ,. ,

,

The wolf when he heard this, thought to himself ‘This little delicate thing
would be a sweet morselfor me at last, and taste nicer than her old grandmother,
but she would not satisfy my hunger;I must make a meal ofthem both.'
Then he walked quietly on by the side ofRed Riding-hood till they came to
apart ofthe wood where a number offlowers grew.
‘See, Red Riding-hood,'he said, what prettyflowers are growing here;
would you not like to rest and gather some? And don't you hear how sweetly the
birds are singing? You are walking on as steadily as ifyou were going to school,
and it is much more pleasant here in the wood."
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Then Red Riding-hood looked up and saw the dancing sunbeams shining
between the trees and lighting up the beautifulflowers that grew all around her,
and she thought, 'Tflwere to take my grandmother afresh nosegay, it would
make her so pleased; it is early yet, andIhave plenty oftime.’
So she went out ofher way into the wood to gatherflowers. And when she
had picked afew,she saw some more beautifidflowers. And when she had picked
afew, she saw some more beautiful still at a little distance; so she walked on
farther andfarther, till she was quite deep in the wood.
Meanwhile the wolfwent straight on to the grandmother's house, and
knocked at the door.
‘Who is there?'
‘Little Red Riding-hood,'replied the wolf, imitating the voice ofthe child.
‘Mother has sent me with a piece ofcake and a bottle ofwinefor you. Open the
door.'
‘Lift up the latch and come in,'she replied; 7am too weak to get up.'
So the wolflifted the latch, and the doorflew open; then he rushed in,
sprang upon the poor old grandmother, and ate her up. Then he shut the door,
dressed himselfin the old woman's nightgown and nightcap, and laid down in the
bed to waitfor Red Riding-Hood.
After Red Riding-hood had gathered as manyflowers as she could carry,
shefound her way back quickly to the right path, and walked on veryfast till she
came to her grandmother's house, and knocked at the door.
‘Who is there?'said the wolf, trying to imitate the grandmother. His voice
was so gruff, however, that Little Red Riding-hood would have beenfrightened,
only she thought her grandmother had a cold.
So she replied, ‘It's Little Red Riding-hood. Mother's sent you a piece of
cake and a bottle ofwine.
‘Lift up the latch and come in'said the wolf.
So Red Riding-hood lifted the latch and went in.
When she saw her grandmother, as she thought, lying in bed, she went up
to her and drew back the curtains; but she could only see the head,for the wolf
had pulled the night-cap asfar over hisface as he could.
‘Good-morning,'she said; but there was no answer. Then she got on the
bed, and cried out, ‘Oh, grandmother, what great ears you have got!'
‘The better to hear with, my dear,'he said.
‘And what great eyes you have got!'
‘The better to see with, my dear.’
‘And, grandmother, what large hands you have got!'
‘The better to hold you, my dear. *
‘But, grandmother, what great teeth you have got'cried Red Riding-hood,
who began to befrightened.
‘The better to eat you!* cried the wolf,jumpingfrom the bed; and, seizing
poor Red Riding-hood, he swallowed her up at one mouthful.
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Now, as soon as the wolfhad satisfied his hunger, he laid himselfin the
bed, and snored so loudly that he could be heard outside.
A hunter, who was out with his gun, was passing by, and thought to
himself, *How the old woman snores;I must go in and see what is the matter. *
Then he stepped into the room, and when he came to the bed he saw the
wolflying on it.
"Oh, you old sinner, * said the hunter, "have Ifound you at last? Ihave
been seeking you a long time, Mr. Wolf.'
He wasjust going to raise his gun when he missed the old grand-mother,
and thinking that the wolfmight have swallowed her, he remembered she might
yet be saved. So he would not shoot, but, taking a pair ofscissors, cut open the
stomach ofthe sleeping wolf.
How surprised he was to see the smilingface ofRed Riding-hood peep out
at thefirst snip; and as he cutfurther, she sprang out, exclaiming: "Oh,Ihave
been sofrightened; it was dreadfully dark in the wolfs stomach!"
Then they helped out the old grandmother, who was also unhurt and
living, but she could scarcely breathe. The wolfawoke too late to save his own
life; he sank back on the bed and died, and the hunter had his skin. After this they
all sat down very contentedly, and drank the wine and ate the cake which Red
Riding-hood had brought; and then the hunter took the little girl safely home.
"Ah,'she thought, "I will never go out ofmy way to run in the wood again,
when my mother hasforbidden me.'

It is related that once after this, when Little Red Riding-hood was going
again to her old grandmother with some ofthe nice things her mother had made,
another wolfspoke to her, and wanted to entice her out ofthe way.
But Red Riding-hood was on her guard, and went straightforward without
stopping till she came to her grandmother‘s house^
"Oh grandmother, * she said, I met a wolf who wished me ""good-day;”
but he looked at me with such wicked eyes, that ifIhad not been in the streetIam
sure he would have eaten me up.
j
»
"Perhaps he will come here, said the grandmother; so we will lock the
door and keep him out.
^
j
jr
, ,
Sure enough, soon after the wolfcame to the door and knocked, crying:
"Open the door, grandmother;lam Red Riding-hood, and I have brought you
some cake and wine.'But all remained silent, and the door was not opened.
Then the sly old thiefprowled round the house, and at last sprang on the
roofto wait till Red-Riding-hood went home in the evening, that he might seize
her in the dark and devour her.
, ,,
,
But the grandmother knew what was in his mind. Now there stood near
the house a large stone trough, and she said to the child: "Red Riding-hood, I
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cooked a large sausage yesterday; you can empty the water in which it was
cooked into the stone trough. *
Red Riding-hood drew offthe waterfrom the copper, and emptied it into
the trough until it was quitefull, and the smell ofthe sausage reached the wolf's
nose. He sniffed, and sniffed, and looked down, till at last he stretched his neck
out to such a distance that he lost his balance, andfellfrom the roofinto the great
troughfull ofwater, and was drowned. Red Riding-hood went home that evening
in happiness and safety, and no one attempted to hurt her on the road(Grimm
109-113).
When reading the story ofLittle Red Riding Hood,it is easy to see the
main character as a sweet little girl - an innocent victim in the wolfs evil plan.
Looks, however, can be deceiving.

The tale ofLittle Red Riding Hood has an array of layers and is much
more involved than the basic plot line suggests. Red Riding-hood’s red cloak, the
foreboding woods and the wolfs sickly sweet persona are signs of a much deeper,
less innocent tale. The tale represents social problems in Germany not only
during the time ofthe Brothers, but that had been plaguing the coxmtry for years.
By taking into consideration Germany’s history and what we know about the
Brothers’ personal views, readers can interpret the story as depicting the age old
profession of prostitution in Germany. The characters, particularly Red Ridinghood, are symbolic of prostitutes in the late 1700s through thelSOOs in Germany,
and the plot serves as a device to let readers know how the Brothers’ believed the
prostitutes came into the profession and how they should be treated.
The Grimm brothers were by no means the first to recount the story of
Little Red Riding Hood. Although no one knows its exact origins, some form of
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Little Red Riding Hood has been found in multiple cultures in various time
periods. The earliest known printed version ofthe story was written by Charles
Perrault(1628-1703), a French author. Perrault is best known for his collection.
Tales and Stories ofthe Past with Morals. Tales ofMother Goose {Histoires et
contes du temps passe, avec des moralites. Contes de ma mere TOye), published
in 1697, in which Little Red Riding Hood was first printed (Ashliman,“Charles
Perralut’s Mother Goose Tales”). Perrault most likely recorded his version ofthe
tale after hearing a story-teller perform it, as it has been traced by scholars as a
folktale dating back to pre-17th century.

According to the story teller and the society in which he or she lived, the
storyline ofLittle Red Riding Hood varied. In Perrault’s version, Little Red
Riding Hood is a beautiful girl who is tricked into getting into bed with the wolf,
fhinlfing it was her grandmother, and is eaten. No one comes to save the girl, and
she is presumed dead. The tale ends on this note:
MORAL:

One sees here that young children.
Especially young girls.
Pretty, well brought-up, and gentle.
Should never listen to anyone who happens by.
And ifthis occurs, it is not so strange
When the wolfshould eat them.
Isay the wolffor all wolves
Are not ofthe same kind.
There are some with winning ways.
Not loud, nor bitter, or angry,
tame, good natured, and pleasant
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Andfollow young ladies
Right into their homes, right into their alcoves.
But alasfor those who do not know that ofall the wolves
The docile ones are those who are most dangerous(Zipes, Trials
and Tribulations ofLittle Red Riding Hood 71)
Another version printed in 1796 by an anonymous author describes the girl as
“the prettiest creature that ever was seen” and has an ending similar to that of
Perrault’s version, with the girl being eaten (Zipes, The Trials and Tribulations of
Little Red Riding Hood 78-79).

By comparing these versions ofthe tale to that ofthe Brothers, we can see
major similarities and differences. What sets the Grimms’ telling ofLittle Red
Riding Hood from earlier versions is the ending. In these earlier versions. Little
Red Riding Hood is killed, but the Brothers found it necessary to save the girl.
The Brothers thought it necessary, however,to keep with the tradition ofthe red
riding hood. Why? What does the hood symbolize or add to the story? Why
should the girl be saved in the end, and what are the Brothers trying to tell readers
by doing so? Like the “Moral” Perrault added to the end of his tale, the Brothers
IS

were also trying to teach a lesson through their version ofthe story, although it i
not as transparent as that ofPerrault’s since he wrote his out for readers. The

Brothers made significant plot changes while keeping key elements ofthe story in
order to accurately reflect German prostitution.

During the late 16th and 17th century,the number ofprostitutes was
steadily growing throughout Europe. Richard J. Evans argues that the increased
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number of prostitutes is a direct result from the growth ofthe bourgeoisie culture
and industrialization in Germany at that time:

Prostitution, it was admitted, had always existed, ifon a small and
rather inconspicuous scale. But the rapid growth oflarge cities
and the emergence ofnew social classes changed the nature ofthe
problem. Prostitution became more widespread and more
conspicuous. The new middle class removed their womenfrom
economic activity and idealized them as pure creatures incapable
ofsexualfeeling or sexual desire. Marriage continued to take
place relatively late in life, and contraceptive techniques were not
advanced enough to allow the young man ofthe middle class to
permit hisfuture spouse to be anything but a virgin;fulfillment of
this expectation wasfelt to be the only solid guarantee ofa safe
inheritance ofpropertyfromfather to son. The drastic levelfor
the overall demand offemale labour which took place in the early
stages ofindustrialization meant that the young women ofthe new
industrialproletariat were still expected to make their contribution
to thefamily income, often had little option at the time ofrecession
or unemployment but to make this contribution by engaging in
prostitution (Evans 107).
Although prostitution was not as wide spread and public as it became shortly after
the Brother’s time, it was still growing rapidly nonetheless. As Berlin grew,so
did the number ofprostitutes. Prostitution had always existed, and was even
common in Germany; but until the nineteenth century, it had been privatized and
noticeable only in times of bad social conditions(Evans 108). It was during the
lifetime ofthe Brothers that prostitutes wore red capes or hoods in the streets in
order to make themselves more easily identifiable by potential customers.
Although it is not certain, this seems to be a valid reason why the Brothers would
opt to keep the red hood in the story.
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The color red is also important to the text. In literature, red can be seen as
representing many things according to the shade and how it is used. Edgar Cayce
writes that depending on the shade, it can represent the body. Hell, high temper,
and childish concerns with oneself(Cacye 11-12). Many scholars also interpret
the color as having sexual connotations, such as lust, which would coincide with
Cayce’s interpretation ofthe color as representing the body, which would
ultimately lead to the soul's damnation to Hell. Lust is something ofthe body,
and in the Christian religion lusting is a sin. Ifthe red hood represents all ofthese
things, then it is interesting to note that it is not something permanently affixed to
the character, but instead is a removable object. Instead of making the girl’s hair
red, for instance, which is something that is ofher own body and cannot be
changed,the color is represented through an item ofclothing, which can be
removed whenever the girl likes. This could mean that even though someone
possesses these traits, they can rid themselves ofthem ifthey so chose. By
continuing to wear the red hood upon her back when she turns away from the next
wolfshe encounters. Red Riding-hood is like those in society who figuratively
carry their sexual desires upon their backs, but restrain themselves from giving in
to them. The brothers also show that when Red Riding-hood does not give in to
the temptations ofthe second wolf, she is rewarded in the end by being able to
live. Perhaps this means that when people keep from stumbling morally by
remembering and sticking to lessons already learned, then they will be rewarded
by eternal life in Heaven.
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The character ofRed Riding-hood also symbolizes the German women
who were forced to succumb to prostitution due to social reasons and temptation.
The red hood may be a symbol for prostitution, but the girl herselfis described in
the tale as “sweet” and someone “who had gained the love ofeveryone, even
those who had only seen her once(Grimm 109).” When she sets out on her
journey she has every intention ofobeying her mother s orders, saying, 1 will do
everything you tell me, mother(Grimm, 109).” Along the path, however, she is
tempted by the wolfto stray offintended path. As Red Riding-hood strayed off
the path for ajust cause, gathering flowers for her dying grandmother,the
German prostitutes strayed offtheir religious/moral path in order to help their
family survive. Evans writes women were expected to make more of a
contribution to the family with little skill or experience. Prostitution was a fast
and easy way to make money, and when the survival ofone’s family depended on
it, it can be sure that moral obligations were easily bent. Perhaps what the
Brothers’ are trying to tell their readers is that the girls in German society who
become prostitutes are

not inherently bad people; they are only victims ofthe

temptation and the circumstances surrounding them.
As the story progresses, the Brothers also show that once one has gone
down the wrong path, one can eventually find one’s way back to righteousness.
Red Riding-hood strays from the path and suffers the consequences- getting not
only her eaten by the wolf, but her grandmother as well. Instead oflistening to
her mother, who tells her to stick to the path, she lets herself get distracted and
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strays from her original course. In the end,though,she did come back to the right
path, and once saved, says,“I will never go out of my way to run in the wood
again, when my mother has forbidden me(Grimm 113).” Furthermore,in the
alternate ending. Red Riding-hood, when being tempted again, stays on the
virtuous path and defeats the bad wolf Throughout literature, the wolf has earned
the reputation as an evil creature, representing different forms ofcorruption.
While the wolf can be used to represent perseverance and knowledge, it is also
something to be feared, as seen by some societies not even naming the animal for
fear of conjuring it when it is spoken of(Ruck 105). The Brothers use the wolfin
this tale to represent temptation and sin. hi terms ofprostitution, the wolfcould
possibly represent the men who lure the women into bed with them. By
succumbing to the wolfthe first time, the girl is symbolically prostituting herself
By turning down the wolfs offer the second time, however,the girl is rejecting
temptation. The Brothers are using Red Riding-hood to show that becoming a
prostitute means the girl has gone down a dark path, but it does not mean that she
cannot yet be saved. It is still possible to become a righteous girl by avoiding or
turning away temptation.
The picking ofthe flowers in the woods by Red Riding-hood furthers the
idea of German women straying from the right path and heading towards evil.
The first clue readers are given that picking the flowers is not a good idea is that
the idea is suggested by the wolf “See,Red Riding-hood, what pretty flowers are
growing here; would you not like to rest and gather some?” the wolfsaid(Grimm
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110). The wolfturns the flowers, which are common,beautiful byproducts of
nature, into a way to seduce the young girl. Once Red Riding-hood picks one
flower, she sees another beautiful flower to pick located further from the path.
This continues until Red Riding-hood is deep into the woods, which may seem
harmless to the character, but is actually considering a dangerous situation.
Woods are often used in literature to symbolize something dark, evil, and
unknown, but also something of enchantment. Although they are beautiful, there
is something eerie and foreboding about them. Robert Pogue Harrison writes that
forests have traditionally represented good and evil in literature:

Ifforests appear in our religions as places ofprofanity, they also
appear as sacred. Ifthey have typically been considered places of
lawlessness, they have also provided havensfor those who took up
the cause ofjustice andfought the law’s corruption. Ifthey evoke
associations ofdanger and abandon in our minds, they also evoke
scenes ofenchantment. In other words, in the religions,
mythologies, and literatures ofthe West, theforest appears as a
place where the logic ofdistinction goes astray(Hamson x).

When applied to the context ofthe Brothers, woods are not for the purposes of
providing protection for the main character, but instead they present her with
direct danger. The girl’s walk into the forest, which gradually takes her deeper
into the woods when picking flowers, is symbolic ofthe young German girl’s
diving deeper into sin by performing tasks they may see as simple solutions to
economic troubles. The prostitutes cannot see the danger they are in. Like Red
Riding-hood picking the flowers one at a time, each time leading her closer to the
woods, the prostitutes are doing one bad deed at a time, leading them closer to the
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point of no return - damnation. With each deed,they are travelling farther away
from the right path and deeper into the woods.

The action of picking the flowers, followed by Red Riding-hood’s
encounter with the wolfand hunter, can also be paralleled to the young German
women being deflowered sexually and morally. Iakov Levi writes:

In myths, tales, andpoems, virgins spend their time picking up
flowers, which, as Freud has shown, are the symbol oftheir
virginity, (usually in the bush, which is the symbol ofthefemale
genital) awaitingfor a hero or a prince who will come and
deflower them. Little Red Riding Hood is killed - deflowered by the
wolf which is a paternal castrating imago, and "saved" by the
prince - hunter. The same paternal image is split into two different
roles as in many other tales. Snow White picks upflowers, then
she dies and resurrects, like Little Red Riding Hood. Being
deflowered condenses castration, death and salvation.(Levi)
According to Levi’s analysis. Red Riding-hood, assumed to be a virgin when
beginning herjourney, picks the flowers because she is sexually pure and waiting
to be sexually deflowered. Taking this position, the wolffurthers his role as the
sexual predator when he suggests the act of gathering the flowers. It is when the
wolfswallows Red Riding-hood, however, that she is symbolically deflowered,
This act represents men consuming or taking the virginity ofthe prostitutes. Just
as the wolfkills Red Riding-hood, the German men are killing the souls ofthe
prostitutes. There is hope, however. The Brothers decided to add the hunter, who
was excluded in early versions ofthe tale, to the story. When the hunter,
representing God,comes along, he rescues Red Riding-hood and her
grandmother. Without the hunter, the grandmother is left to die and Red RidingPage I 22

hood either suffers the same fate. When pulled out ofthe woirs stomach. Red
Riding-hood is metaphorically bom again. Similarly,judging by the Brothers
religious background. Red Riding-hood is a good example ofhow prostitutes can
become bom again Christians-rescued from the evil men ofthe world by God,
who leads them back to the righteous path. Just as the hunter kills the wolfand
saves the girl and her grandmother, God kills temptation and saves the souls ofhis
followers. While Red Riding-hood never removes her red hood,she vows to
never again stray from the right path; and while prostitutes may never rid
themselves oftheir desires,they can still lead fully religious lives.

One of the most interesting aspects ofRed Riding-hood is how unaware
she is of the evil that surrounds her. Not only does she seem to be a bad judge of
character, but it is not until right before she is swallowed by the wolfthat she
feels threatened at all. I have a couple oftheories as to why the Brothers’ Red
Riding-hood is so clueless. First, the Brothers may have been trying to put an
emphasis on the innocence ofthe character. Although she may be old enough to
go to her grandmother’s house on her own,she is still young. Also, virgins in
literature are often portrayed to be innocent and pure. While the prostitutes of
Gennany were old enough physically to take part in the profession, many must
have still been young and innocent. By making Red Riding-hood so innocent in
the beginning ofthe story, the Brothers emphasize the tragedy when she is
swallowed by the wolf. After all, ifRed Riding-hood had been wicked, would
readers really care ifshe was ever rescued or not? In the same way,the brothers
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are pointing out that these prostitutes, who did not have a high social standing
because oftheir profession, are not as sinful as they may be perceived. Like Red
Riding-hood, they were innocent, but led offthe right path by the temptations of
wicked men and suffered a moral and sexual death because ofit.

A second reason the Grimm brothers may have thought it necessary to
make the character ofRed Riding-hood so unaware of her dangerous
surroundings is to show that women, who were perceived as inferior to men,
needed a man’s help to find their way back to the right path in life. The Christian
authorities have historically placed men as the head ofthe household, and
therefore the decision makers in the family. 1 Corinthians 1:11 states:

Now I want you to realize that the Messiah is the head ofevery
man, and man is the head ofthe woman, and God is the head ofthe
Messiah (Holy Bible).
The Brothers, both very religious, would have lived in a time when this belief was
taken seriously and the patriarch system was in place. The Brothers would have
also had access to this Bible verse, though.

Likewise, husbands, live with your wives in an understanding way,
showing honor to the woman as the weaker vessel, since they are
heirs with you ofthe grace oflife, so that your prayers may not be
hindered(Holy Bible, 1 Peter 3.7).
Although this passage from 1 Peter still portrays women as “the weaker vessel,” it
encourages kindness and understanding by men. It is impossible to know the
exact religious beliefs ofthe Brothers’ on such detailed subjects like this, but
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because oftheir strict religious practice and the popular religious beliefs ofthat
time at that location, it can be thought that through this tale the Brothers were
promoting more understanding and sympathy towards the women ofprostitution
based on their inherent weaknesses.

This is only the beginning ofthe analysis that can be done on Little Red
Riding Hood. Many literary experts interpret the tale as being strictly religious,
with Little Red Riding Hood representing those on a moraljourney, the wolf as
those who are tempters and interrupt the journey, and the hunter as God
intervening and helping believers in times ofneed. The Nazis once interpreted
the Grimm brothers’ tale as having a German political meamng, and required all
schools to teach the story to its students. According to the Nazis, Little Red
Riding Hood represented the German public, the wolfrepresented the Jewish
population, and the hunter represented Hitler, who would save the German people
from Jewish sin. Because of this belief, the Brothers were highly unpopular after
the downfall ofthe Nazi regime and did not gain popularity again until recently.
The story has even been interpreted in the most literal sense as being a warning to
girls about the danger of wolves in nearby forests.

The theme ofprostitution has been less studied than others, though.
Prostitution was a social problem that the Brothers would have no doubt been
aware of, and the story ofRed Riding-hood has historically been used to warn
young girls ofthe dangers of men, as previously discussed. From the girl’s
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clothing to the well placed literary symbolism throughout the text, prostitution in
Germany is a theme well worth looking into in this tale, and I hope it is further
studied in the future.
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Chapter Two:Hansel and Grethel
The children are thefirst to go.
Near the borders ofa largeforest dwelt in olden times a poor woodcutter,
who had two children — a boy named Hansel, and his sister, Grethel. They had
very little to live upon, and once when there was a dreadfid season ofscarcity in
the land, the poor woodcutter could not earn sufficient to supply their dailyfood.
One evening, after the children were gone to bed, the parents sat talking
together over their sorrow, and the poor husband sighed, and said to his wife,
who was not the mother ofhis children, but their stepmother, *What will become
ofus,for Icannot earn enough to support myselfand you, much less the children?
What shall we do with them,for they must not starve? *
7know what to do, husband,‘she replied; ‘early to-morrow morning we will take
the childrenfor a walk across theforest and leave them in the thickest part; they
will neverfind the way home again, you may depend, and then we shall only have
to workfor ourselves.'
No wife, * said the man, ‘thatI will never do; how could Ihave the heart
to leave my children all alone in the wood, where the wild beasts would come
quickly and devour them?'
‘Oh, youfool,‘replied the stepmother, ‘ifyou refuse to do this, you know we must
allfour perish with hunger;you may as well go and cut the woodfor our coffins.'
And after this she let him have no peace till he became quite worn out, and could
not sleepfor hours, but lay thinking in sorrow about his children.
The two children, who also were too hungry to sleep, heard all that their
stepmother had said to theirfather. Poor little Grethel wept bitter tears as she
listened, and said to her brother, ‘What is going to happen to us. Hansel?‘
‘Hush, Grethel,‘he whispered; ‘don V be so unhappy;Iknow what to do.'
Then they lay quite still till their parents were asleep.
As soon as it was quiet. Hansel got up,put on his little coat, unfastened
the door, and slipped out. The moon shone brightly, and the white pebble stones
which lay before the cottage door glistened like new silver money. Hansel
stooped and picked up as many ofthe pebbles as he could stuffin his little coat
pockets. He then went back to Grethel and said, ‘Be comforted, dear little sister,
and sleep in peace; heaven will take care ofus. ‘ Then he laid himselfdown again
in bed, and slept till the day broke.
As soon as the sun was risen, the stepmother came and woke the two
children, and said, ‘Get up you lazy bones, and come into the wood with me to
gather woodfor thefire.‘ Then she gave each ofthem a piece ofbread, and said,
‘You must keep that to eatfor your dinner, and don *t quarrel over it,for you will
get nothing more.'
Grethel took the bread under her charge,for Hansel*s pockets werefull of
pebbles. Then the stepmother led them a long way into theforest. They had gone
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home as they did before; it is the only plan to save ourselvesfrom starvation.’
But the husbandfelt heavy at heart,for he thought it was better to share the last
morsel with his children.
His wife woidd listen to nothing he said, but continued to reproach him,
and as he had given way to her thefirst time, he could not refiise to do so now.
The children were awake, and heard all the conversation;so, as soon as their
parents slept. Hansel got up, intending to go out and gather some more ofthe
bright pebbles to letfall as he walked, that they mightpoint out the way home; but
his stepmother had locked the door, and he could not open it. When he went back
to his bed he told his little sister not tofret, but to go to sleep in peace,for he was
sure they would be taken care of.
Early the next morning the stepmother came and pulled the children out of
bed, and, when they were dressed, gave them each a piece ofbreadfor their
dinners, smaller than they had had before, and then they started on their way to
the wood.
As they walked. Hansel, who had the bread in his pocket, broke offlittle
crumbs, and stopped every now and then to drop one, turning round as ifhe was
looking back at his home.
Hansel,'said the woman, 'what are you stoppingfor in that way?'come
along directly. 7saw my pigeon sitting on the roof and he wants to say good-bye
to me,'replied the boy.
'Nonsense, * she said; 'that is not yourpigeon; it is only the morning sun
shining on the chimney-top.'
But Hansel did not look back any more; he only droppedpieces ofbread
behind him, as they walked through the wood. This time they went on till they
reached the thickest and densestpart oftheforest, where they had never been
before in all their lives. Again they gatheredfaggots and brushwood, ofwhich the
stepmother made up a largefire. Then she said, 'Remain here, children, and rest,
whileIgo to help yourfather, who is cutting wood in theforest; when youfeel
tired, you can lie down and sleepfor a little while, and we will come andfetch
you in the evening, when yourfather hasfinished his work.'
So the children remained alone till mid-day, and then Grethel shared her
piece ofbread with Hansel,for he had scattered his own all along the road, as
they walked. After this they sleptfor awhile, and the evening drew on; but no one
came tofetch the poor children. When they awoke it was quite dark, andpoor
little Grethel was afraid; but Hansel comforted her, as he had done before, by
telling her they need only wait till the moon rose. 'You know, little sister,’he
said, 'thatIhave thrown breadcrumbs all along the road we came, and they will
easily point out the way home.’
But when they went out ofthe thicket into the moonlight theyfound no
breadcrumbs,for the numerous birds which inhabited the trees oftheforest had
picked them all up.
Hansel tried to hide hisfear when he made this sad discovery, and said to
his sister, 'Cheer up, Grethel;Idare say we shallfind our way home without the
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crumbs. Let us try;' but this theyfound impossible. They wandered about the
whole night, and they next dayfrom morning till evening; but they could not get
out ofthe wood, and were so hungiy that had it not beenfor afew berries which
they picked they must have starved.
At last they were so tired that their poor little legs could carry them no
father;so they laid themselves down under a tree and went to sleep. When they
awoke it was the third morning since they had left theirfather’s house, and they
determined to try once more tofind their way home; but it
no use, they only
went still deeper into the wood, and knew that ifno help came they must starve.
About noon, they saw a beautiful snow-white bird sitting on the branch of
a tree, and singing so beautifidly that they stood still to listen. When he had
finished his song, he spread out his wings andflew on before them. The children
followed him, till at last they saw at a distance a small house; and the birdflew
and perched on the roof
But how surprised were the boy and girl, when they came nearer, tofind
t at the house was built ofgingerbread, and ornamented with sweet cakes and
tarts, while the window wasformed ofbarley-sugar. Vh!’exclaimed Hansel, 'let
us
stop here and have a splendidfeast. Iwill have a piecefrom the rooffirst,
Grethel; and you can eat some of the barley-sugar window, it tastes so nice.'
Hansel reached up on tiptoe, and breaking offa piece ofthe gingerbread, he
began to eat with all his might,for he was very hungry. Grethelseated herselfon
the doorstep, and began munching away at the cakes ofwhich it was made.
Presently a voice came out ofthe cottage:
'Munching, crunching, munching.
Who 5 eating up my house?'
Then answered the children:
‘The wind, the wind.
Only the wind,’
and went on eating as ifthey never meant to leave off, without a suspicion of
wrong. Hansel, whofound the cake on the rooftaste very good, broke offanother
large piece, and Grethel hadjust taken out a whole page ofbarley-sugarfrom the
window, and seated herselfto eat it, when the door opened, and a strange-looking
old woman came out leaning on a stick
Hansel and Grethel were sofiightened that they letfall what they held in their
hands. The old woman shook her head at them, and said, 'Ah, you dear children,
who has brought you here? Come in, and stay with mefor a little while, and
there shall no harm happen to you.' She seized them both by the hands as she
spoke, and led them into the pancakes and sugar, apples and nuts; and when
evening came. Hansel and Grethel were shown two beautiful little beds with white
curtains, and they lay down in them and thought they were in heaven.
But although the old woman pretended to befriendly, she was a wicked
witch, who had her house built ofgingerbread on purpose to entrap children.
When once they were in her power,she wouldfeed them well till they gotfat, and
then kill them and cook themfor her dinner; and this she called herfeast-day.
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Fortunately the witch had weak eyes, and could not see very well; butshe had a
very keen scent, as wild animals have, and could easily discover when human
beings were near. As Hansel and Grethel had approached her cottage, she
laughed to herselfmaliciously, and said, with a sneer: T have them now; they
shall not escapefrom me again!*
Early in the morning, before the children were awake, she was up,
standing by their beds; and when she saw how beautijul they looked in their sleep,
with their round rosy cheeks, she muttered to herself. 'What nice tit-bits they will
^^\i jt"
dragged him out ofbed,
and led him to a little cage which had a lattice-door, and shut him in; he might
scream as much as he would, but it was all useless.
After this she went back to Grethel, and, shaking her roughly till she woke, cried:
et up, you lazy hussy, and draw some water, that I may boilsomething goodfor
your brother, who is shut up in a cage outside till he getsfat; and then Ishall
cook him and eat him!* When Grethel heard this she began to cry bitterly: but it
was all useless, she was obliged to do as the wicked witch told her.
For poor Hansel s brealfast the best ofeverything was cooked; but
Grethel had nothingfor herselfbut a crab *s claw. Every morning the old woman
\vould go out to the little cage and say: Hansel, stick out yourfinger, thatimay
feel ifyou arefat enoughfor eating. * But Hansel, who knew how dim her old eyes
were.
always stuck a bone through the bars ofhis cage, which she thought was his
finger,for she could not see; and when shefelt how thin it was, she wondered
very much why he did not getfat.
However, as the weeks went on, and Hanselseemed not to get anyfatter,
she became impatient, and said she could not waU any longer. Vo, Grethel, * she
cried to the maiden, be quick and draw water;Hansel may befat or lean,Idon V
care, to-morrow morningImean to kill him, and cook him!'
Oh!How the poor little sister grieved when she wasforced to draw the
water; and, as the tears rolled down her cheeks, she exclaimed: 7t would have
been better to be eaten by wild beasts, or to have been starved to death in the
woods; then we should have died together!’
Stop your crying! cried the old woman; Ht is not ofthe least use, no one
will come to help you.'
Early in the morning Grethel was obliged to go out andfill the greatpot
with water, and hang it over thefire to boil. As soon as this was done, the old
womansaid, 'We will bake some breadfirst;Ihave made the oven hot, andthe
dough is already kneaded. * Then she draggedpoor little Grethel up to the oven
door, under which theflames were burningfiercely, and said: ‘Creep in there,
and see ifit is hot enough yet to bake the bread.' But ifGrethel had obeyed her,
she would have shut the poor child in and baked herfor dinner, instead ofboiling
Hansel.
Grethel, however, guessed what she wanted to do, and said, T don’t know
how to get in through that narrow door.'
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me
^'^■^iusflonkT
^oman ‘why. the oven door is quite large enough for
. just look. I could get in myself As she spoke she steppedforward and
pretended to put her head in the oven.
^^^oitght gave Grethel unusual strength; she startedforward
gave the old woman a push which sent her right into the oven, then she shut the
iron door andfastened the bolt.
0/2/ How the old witch did howl, it was quite horrible to hear her. But
Grethel runaway, and therefore she was left to bum, just as she had left many
poor little children to bum. And how quickly Grethel ran to Hansel, opened the
oor of his cage, and cried. Hansel, Hansel, we are free; the old witch is dead.'
I f^
words as soon as the door was opened,
and the children were so overjoyed that they ran into each other ^s arm, and
Kissed each other with the greatest love.
And now that there was
,
nothing to be afraid of, they went back into the
looking round the old witch’s room, they
^ould /

an old oak chest,

ondfound itfull ofpearls andfilled his pockets asfull as they

7 will carry some home too.' said Grethel. and she held out her apron.
Which held quite as much as Hansel’s pockets.
We will go now, he said, *and get away as soon as we can from this
enchantedforest. ’
They had been walkingfor nearly two hours when they came to a large
piece of water.
‘What shall we do now?‘said the boy. ‘We cannot get across, and there is
no bridge of any sort. ’
Oh! Here comes a boat, ’ cried Grethel, but she was mistaken; it was only
a white duck which came swimming towards the children. ‘Perhaps she will help
us across if we ask her.' said the child; and she sung. ‘Little duck, do help poor
Hansel and Grethel; there is not a bridge, nor a boat - will you let us sail across
on your white back? ’
The good-natured duck came near the bank as Grethel spoke, so close
indeed that Hansel could seat himself and wanted to take his little sister on his
lap, but she said. ‘No. we shall be too heavyfor the kind duck; let her take us over
one at a time. ’
The good creature did as the children wished; she carried Grethel over
first, and then came backfor Hansel. And then how happy the children were to
find themselves in apart ofthe wood which they remembered quite well, and as
they walked on. the morefamiliar it became, till at last they caught sight oftheir
father's house. Then they began to run. and. bursting into the room, threw
themselves into theirfather s arms,
man, he had not had a moment *s peace since the children had been
left alone in the forest; he was full ofjoy atfinding them safe and well again, and
now they had nothing to fear, for their wicked stepmother was d‘>ad
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But how surprised the poor wood-cutter was when Grethel opened and
shook her little apron to see the glittering pearls and precious stones scattered
about the room, while Hansel drew handfid after handfulfrom his pockets. From
this moment all his care and sorrow
at an end, and thefather lived in
happiness with his children till his death (Grimm 48-58).

If we learned anything from the story Hansel and Grethel as children, it
was to not take candy from strangers, right? Well, not exactly. When analyzing
Hansel and Grethel, one will find that there are many lessons to be learned from
what seems to be a simple children’s tale.
The Grimm brothers came across the tale in 1810 when Wilhelm recorded
the oral version ofthe stoiy told by Dortchen Wild - before she agreed to take his
hand in marriage (Zipes, Happily Ever After 41). Wild’s source ofthe tale is not
known, but during that time period folktales were commonly passed by word of
mouth much like folk songs would have been. Wilhelm wrote down and
reworked the tale countless times, and took special care to disguise a part of
German and personal history in this particular story, along with religious opinions
and advice on the proper way to raise children. The messages that could be
studied in Hansel and Grethel are abundant. In Hansel and Grethel the Brothers
intertwined the economic history of Germany,gender, religion, and the Brothers’
personal history into this one tale.

An important part of understanding Hansel and Grethel is knowing what
was happening in the German society at that time. Germany during the early
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nineteenth century was crowded. In the year 1800,the population ofGerman
temtones exceeded over 30 million (Nipperdey 85). The German population
growth was above average - about 80 to 100 percent in Mecklenburg, Saxony,and
the Rhine-Main region, each acquiring most oftheir income through different
means, such as agriculture and trading. In the eastern provinces and
predominantly commercial regions ofthe Rhine Province population growth was
80 to 120 percent(Nipperdey 85). Furthermore, the birth rate was now exceeding
the death rate. An explanation for this is that the people ofGennany were simply
living longer. The mortality rate among 10- to 14-year-olds dropped from 1845
onwards and the life expectancy rate was higher(Nipperdey 89-90).

While an increase in population can be a good sign for a country in terms
of growth and development, it can also bring about a set ofproblems all ofits
own. When Germany saw such a large increase in population, it also saw an
increase in food and labor shortages. Between 1810 and 1857, there were
multiple famines that plagued the peasantry in Hesse and in central Europe. It
seems that Wilhelm was aware ofthe problems ofthe peasants while forming the
Brother’s version ofHansel and Grethel, and consciously introduced ideas about
social conditions and family into the tale. One such idea is how the social
conditions ofthe famine years in the nineteenth century could drive a family to
desperation, causing them to do things they would not normally do. As we have
already seen in our analysis ofLittle Red Riding Hood, Wilhelm tried to
emphasize the drastic acts people during this time were willing to take by
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contrasting the normal behaviors ofthe families at that time. Such a contrast can
be seen when comparing what Shalamith Shahar wrote about the self-sacrificing
of mothers during this time period to what happens in the tale:

...poorfamilies, particularly at times offamine, appear to have
apportioned the meagerfood supplies in theirpossession to the
husband and children. Many more women than men in the lower
classes were afflicted with blindness and various bone
malformations as a result ofmalnutrition. Temporary infertility in
women in the labouring classes was apparently sometimes caused
by the cessation ofmenses due to starvation (famine amenorrhea).
This phenomenon ofselfdeprivation on the part ofthe mother
which is accepted by thefamily isfamiliar today also in some
countries in the Third World(Shahar 116).

Wilhelm, however, painted a portrait ofa mother-figure who would forego
sacrificing herselffor the survival ofher family, and instead sacrifice the children
for her own survival. If you are wondering why the Brothers would create such a
character when trying to form an accurate account ofGerman history, you are in
good company. It is impossible to ask the Brothers why, but I do have some
theories. The first explanation is that the contrast was made simply to show that
even if it is not the norm, desperate times call for desperate measures(please
excuse the clich6). As Charles Darwin might have put it, “survival ofthe fittest”
was at play during these times offamine. When times get tough for a person or
family, it is easy for people, especially those who are weak, to turn their backs on
their values and think only ofthemselves. However, unlike the character ofRed
Riding-hood who was inherently good, but still fell victim to temptation, there are
no signs that the stepmother is good at heart.
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Another explanation, and probably a more likely one,is that they created
the mother character to represent a part ofthe population that did do this during
these times, but were simply not publically acknowledged. John Boswell points
out that abandonment is a popular theme in literature, and this may be because it
was something the audience could personally relate to. He writes,
..abandonment is such a regular fulcrum for plots in ancient literature,
moreover, that it is somewhat difficult to imagine its effectiveness ifit were not
part ofthe experience of much ofthe audience”(Boswell 99). Boswell poses the
question of why so many writers would publish literature with the theme of
abandonment ifthey and their audience did not see it happening in everyday life.
This idea, paired with the knowledge that the Grimm brothers tried to create as
accurate an account ofGerman history as possible, would explain the mother’s
actions in this tale. Although abandoning children in desperate social times may
not have been the norm, the act did still happened. The idea ofchild
abandonment being common is also supported by Mary Tartar, who writes that
child abandonment and infanticide were not uncommon practices in poverty
stricken families during the times ofthe Brothers(Heiner,Annotationsfor Hansel
and Gretel).

Furthermore, the mother-figure is not actually the mother ofthe children,
but instead the stepmother. The Grimm brothers deeply loved their mother, and
were hesitant to use mothers as figures of evil, hence the re-occurrence ofevil
stepmothers in many oftheir stories, such as Cinderella and Snow White and the
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Seven Dwatfs. By wearing a mother-like figure who IS
i more interested in selfpreservation than the survival ofher family, Wilhelm may have been trying to
support another reality ofthe family during that rime. In the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, death of the mother during childbirth was quiet common.
which left single fathers with the responsibility ofraising the child or children on
his own. Thomas Nipperdey writes,“Families were fragile, death an ever-present
fear and occurrence, orphans and second marriages(stepmothers and stepfathers)
quite normal(Nipperdey 98).” Ifthe father remarried, which was often the case
during this time, many stepmothers would be more concerned with starting their
own families with the new husbands instead oftaking care ofthe children that are
not theirs. While not all stepmothers took this position, it was not unheard of
The stepmother in the story was not concerned with the children because they
were not her own.

The stepmother in Hansel and Grethel also closely resembles the witch im
the tale. Both women refer to the children as “lazybones” and have no regard for
their well-being. The mother sends the children out to the woods without caring
If they are eaten by wild beasts or not. The witch welcomes the children into the
woods so that she may devour them. The two women represent evil, and can only
be dealt with accordingly by death, or God’s saving grace. Twice Hansel
comforts his sister by referring to God. “Be comforted, dear little sister, and sleep
in peace; heaven will take care ofus(Grimm 49),” he says to Grethel when the
children first leam ofthe wicked stepmother’s plan. Even after his attempt to
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gather more pebbles to drop along the path when the stepmother took the children
to the forest again fails, the tale states that Hansel comforted Grethel and assured
her that they would be “taken care of’- presumably by heaven once more. The
children were indeed taken care of, ultimately by the deaths ofthe witch and the
stepmother. As long as the women were alive, the children were in danger.

This brings us to the question ofwhy the father would allow his children
to be put in this position in the first place. At first glance, the father can be
interpreted as being weak. Although he does not want to harm the children, he
gives in to his wife’s wishes. He does not physically lead the children into the
forest, yet he does nothing to stop the act fi'om taking place. Adding more
confusion, the tale also portrays him as beingjoyous when his children return
from the woods both the first and second time, having been uneasy while they
were away. What is stopping him fi’om letting such a thing happen again though?
How can the children be sure that he will protect them the next time they are
presented with danger?

Perhaps Wilhelm lets the wife overpower the father for two reasons. For
starters, it shows that sometimes evil will overpower good. The Grimm brothers
were undoubtedly familiar with the Adam and Eve story in the Bible, and the
story is somewhat reflected in the tale. Just as Eve convinces Adam to take a bite
ofthe apple in the Garden ofEden in the Bible, the stepmother is able to convince
the father to let her go ahead with her plan. This supports an idea ofthe male
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being the more rational ofthe two genders, and the idea that the female is more
susceptible to evil. Also, the Brothers are careful to use the word “husband”
instead of“father” when he is being hounded by the stepmother to abandon the
children. His role as a husband outweighed his role ofa father in this situation,
leaving him no choice but to go along with his wife’s wishes.

Another reason is to show support for the patriarchic system. The children
are always ultimately controlled by a father ofsome sort. At home,their destiny
is controlled by their father because the wife still must have permission from him
to act on her plan. Without his permission, she can do nothing. Ultimately, the
woman is powerless. When the children are no longer under the wing oftheir
literal father, they are then under the watch oftheir heavenly father. Hansel refers
to the heavens several times, showing that the children are aware ofa father type
figure in their lives, even when they have been abandoned by their earthly father.
The children always being under some type ofpaternal watch shows how the
German society was ordered by a patriarchic system. Nipperdey writes:

But relations between the sexes were completely patriarchal; malepaternal authority was unalterable and impressed upon each child,
supported and countenanced by all socialforces. The husband
made all the significant decisions and determined thefamily’s
relations with the outside world; he was the ‘head’ofthefamily,
she was a 'tooland humility and obedience were considered its
virtues(Nipperdey 100).

The children move from being safe under the protection oftheir literal father, to
being in danger in the hands ofthe wife and the witch, then back to safety when
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they are once again returned to their father. Then again, they were never m any
real danger in the hands ofthe women iftheir heavenly father was with them.
Regardless, the safety ofthe children in terms of earthly authority is symbolic of
how the patriarchic system was thought to be in Germany at that time-the
husband and father as the decision maker and the “ultimate authority figure”
(Nipperdey 100).

Also, the forest in the tale helps to reiterate this point. As discussed in
Chapter One,the forest is commonly a symbol ofevil and darkness. In Jungian
philosophy, the forest is a female representation, which filters and blocks out the
sun, a representation of males(Heiner,Annotations ofHansel and Grethel). Tlie
children as brought into the woods by a woman,are met with danger by another
woman,and are never fully out ofdanger until they make it out ofthe woods
again. During their time in the woods,they never meet a male figure, and it is not
until they are returned to their father- instead ofjust escaping the witch- that the
story can have a happy ending. Furthermore, the father is also a woodcutter, and
can be compared to the character ofthe hunter in Little Red Riding Hood.

Although the women in the Grimm’s tale are often portrayed as evil, the
Brothers were by no means misogynistic. They did not believe that all women
were evil, only more susceptible to it. This is shown in Hansel and Grethel
through Grethel. Although Hansel takes on the leadership role by devising a plan
to save him and himself and to get out ofthe woods,it is Grethel who saves
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as they did the first time. When the children become desperate and hungry, a
white bird leads them to the witch’s house, which provides them a new source of
nourishment. It is interesting to note that the house, while composed of
gingerbread and other sweets, was nonetheless made out ofbread. Although it
may be embellished, it is still basic nourishment. Also, a white bird,like a dove,
often refers to a symbol ofGod. It was God who filled the children’s need for
nounshment,even though it also put them in the path ofthe wicked witch. What
would have happened to the children, though,ifthey were not lead to the witch’s
house? Could they have survived? The tale leads us to believe that they would
not have, as the bird was the only source ofhope the children

had during their

time m the woods. So,even though the bird did lead them to the witch, it may
have been for the best

seeing as they had no other way to survive. In the very

least, the witch provided the children with nourishment, keeping them alive.
The theme ofnourishment in the tale is important because it gives us
insight on how the Brothers thought children ought to be raised and the strength
they perceived to be in children. The Brothers are saying to the readers,even if
mistreated, children should not be denied the basics oflife. Even ifthey are to be
abandoned - as in the case with the father and stepmother-or to be abused -as
m the case ofthe witch - they should at least be provided nourishment; all other
struggles the children can handle themselves. When Hansel and Grethel are
abandoned, they develop a plan to get back to safety. When they are abused, they
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find a way to escape. Like Hansel and Grethel, children are strong, and although
young, they are capable of using their intelligence to survive.

The Brothers also chose the names for the two children carefully and
wisely in order to support the messages ofthe tale. “Hansel” is a common name
used throughout German folktales. The boy’s name would be the equivalent to
“John Doe” in modem day terms. Similarly,“Grethel” is a common name used in
i
German folklore, and is the equivalent of“Jane Doe”in our culture(Heiner,
Annotations ofHansel and Gretel). The Grimm Brothers recorded many more
tales using the names “Hansel” and “Grethel,” such as Gambling Hansel and
Clever Gretel^ which are also found in Kinder-md Hausmarchen (Children jand
Household Tales). The use ofgeneric names in this tale makes a point that the
abandonment ofchildren in that society could be committed by anyone, or anyone
could be the victim. Generic names help put the story in the reader’s mind as
something not happening to a particular person, but as something that could
happen to anyone they know. The point ofusing these names was an effort to
make the tale hit close to home.

As the Brothers kept revising the tale, they began to sprinkle
embellishments throughout it. They started referring to the siblings as “poor”
children, and a beautiful white bird leads them to the house. The friendly and
helpful duck near the end ofthe tale was also another late addition. Many critics
claim that this was to soften the theme ofchild abandonment, especially
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considering that since the Brothers

were reformatting their literature to appeal to

children more. Originally, the tales were thought to be too harsh or fiightening
for a young audience. Jack Zipes writes:

After the publication ofthefirst edition of1812-1815, the Grimms
were advised by variousfriends to alter the style ofthe tales and to
try to address young readers instead ofscholars ifthey wanted
their book to become more popular. Infact, all ofWilhelm's
effortsfrom 1819 onward were directed toward improving the texts
by creating greater clarity, transition, rationalization, and
description to heighten their appeal to reading audiences(Zipes,
Happily Ever After 46-47).
Although the Brothers were strongly advised to make these altaratinns for
purposes ofaudience appeal,I do not think the Brothers made the changes
without thinking about how they affected the tone ofthe text. By putting words
such as

‘poor” before “children” and making the witch have a “rough” banH the

Brothers are making it clear how the readers should feel about certain characters.
They wanted it to be obvious that the children were being victimized and the
stepmother and the witch were to be looked down upon. It is here that it ties in to
what other critics argue about softening the theme ofchild abanrf»nmpnf _ by
adding embellishments to make the

women obviously the victims, they are

making a strong statement about how they feel about child ahan^onmpni From
the Brothers’ point ofview,child abandonment is wicked, and even though the
children will be taken care ofby their heavenly father, those who commit the sii
will be punished.
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There is also a bit ofthe Grimm Brothers’ personal history reflected in the
tale ofHansel and Grethel. Although the Brothers were not literally abandoned
as children, they often let on to their relatives through letters that they felt as if
they were. After their father’s death, they vowed never to separate, and Wilhelm
assumed the role ofcaretaker for the family, which included watching over the
other brother. In this way,the Brothers were like Hansel and Grethel, with
Wilhelm acting as Hansel. While studying at Kassell, they were often isolated
and left alone- not really fitting in with the rest ofthe students there.
Furthermore,the Brothers were well known for being politically active, and when
they openly spoke out against the evil ofthe French invasion ofKassel during the
Napoleonic Wars(1805-1812),they were driven out ofGottingen by the king of
Hannover(Zipes,Happily Ever After 53). Just as Hansel and Grethel were driven
Irom their home,so were the Brothers.

Whichever interpretation you chose to take-social, religious, or personal
-it is clear that the Brothers put much thought into the story ofHansel and
Grethel. The tale has been widely accepted by the German-and the Westernculture. It is possible that its popularity is due to it having the basic elements ofa
good story: action, sorrow, those who prey, those who are preyed upon, and a
happy ending. I would like to think, however,that it catches the attention of
readers because ofsomething more. It takes more than the basic elements ofa tale
to withstand time. Perhaps readers have been able to find a piece ofthemselves or
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their culture in which they can consciously or subconsciously relate to im Hansel
and Grethel.
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Chapter Three: Cinderella
Finding religion through a lost slipper

Once upon a time the wife ofa rich manfellsick and as she knew her end
approaching, she called her only daughter to her bedside, and said. 'Dear
child, when Iam gone continue good andpious, and Heaven will help you in
every trouble, and I will be your guardian angel'
Soon after this the mother closed her eyes in death, and day after day the
maiden went to her mother's grave to weep. Butshe neverforgot her last words,
and continued pious and gentle to all around her. Winter came and covered the
grave with its dazzling drapery ofsnow; but when the bright sun ofspring again
warmed the earth, the husband had taken to himselfanother wife. This wife had
been already married, and she brought with her two daughters who werefair and
beautiful in appearance, while at heart they were evil-minded and malicious. It
soon became a very sad timefor their poor stepsister, ofwhom they were very
envious, and at last persuaded their mother to send her to the kitchen.
Is the stupid goose to sit in the parlour with us?’they said. 'Those who
eat ought to work. Send her into the kitchen with the kitchen maid.'
Then they took away all her nice clothes, and gave her an ugly oldfrock
and wooden shoes, which she was obliged to put on.
'Look at ourfine princess nowl See how she has dressed herself!'they
said, laughing, and driving her into the kitchen.
And there she was obliged to remain doing hard workfrom morning till
night; and she had to rise early to draw water, to light thefire, to cook, and to
wash. Besides all this, her stepsisters invented all sorts ofways to make her more
unhappy. They would either treat her with scorn or elsepush her out oftheir way
so roughly that she sometimesfell among the pea shells and cabbage leaves that
loy in the yard.
At night, when she was tired with her work she had no bed to lie on, and
when the weather was cold she would creep into the ashes on the warm hearth,
and get so black and smutty that they gave her the name ofCinderella.
It happened one day that thefather was going to afair, and he asked his
two stepdaughters what he should bring backfor them as a present.
'A beautiful dress,'said the eldest; 'apearl necklace,'said her sister.
'And, Cinderella,’asked herfather, 'what willyou have?'
'Father,'she replied, 'please bring me thefirst twig that strikes your hat
on your way home.'
So thefather boughtfor his stepdaughters a beautiful dress and a pearl
necklace, and, as he was returning home, he rode through a shrubbery, where the
green bushes clustered thickly around him, and a hazel twig stretching across his
path struck his hat. Then he stopped, broke offthe twig, and carried it home with
him.
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th^ hn1t\ I
*“stepdaughters the presents
t,T
“> Cinderella the hazel twigfrom the hazel bmh. She
thanked himfor it even more than her sisters had donefor their beautiful
presents, and went out immediately to her mother’s grave where sheplanted the
hazel tw^, and wept over it so much that her tearsfell and softened the earth
The hvig grew and became a beautiful tree, and Cinderella went three
times every day to pray and weep at the grave;and on each visit a little white bird
would perch on the tree, and when she expressed a wish, the bird would throw
down whatever she wishedfor.
After a time the king ofthe country gave a grand ball, which was to
co/i/m«e/o,- three days. All the beautiful young ladies in the land were invited to
tins ban. so that the king’s son might make choice ofa bridefrom amongst them.
The two stepsisters, when they heard that they were invited, knew not how
to contain themselvesforjoy. They called Cinderella in haste, and said. ‘Come
and dress our hair and trim our shoes with gold buckles,for we are going to the
ball at the king’s palace.'
When Cinderella heard this she began to cry.forshe wasfond ofdancing,
and she wanted to go with her stepsisters, so she went to her stepmother and
begged lobe allowed to accompany them.
'You, Cinderella!’cried her stepmother,'
so covered with dirt and smut as
you are; you go to a ball! Besides, you have no dress nor dancing shoes.’
Cinderella, however, continued to begforpermission to go, till her
stepmother said at last:
'There, go away into the kitchen;Ihavejust thrown a shovelful oflinseed
into the ashes; ifyou can pick these seeds all out and bring them to me in two
hours you shall go.’
out:

Away went the maiden through the back door into the garden, and called
‘Little tame pigeons.
Turtle-doves, too.
Ifyou don’t help me
WhatshallIdo?
Come,pick up the seeds.
ForIcannot do it
In time, ifItry’
Then cameflying in at the kitchen window two pretty white doves, and

th^ werefollowed by all the birds ofthe air. twittering in a swarm. Nodding
their heads at Cinderella, they began to pick. pick, and very quicklypicked every
seedfrom the ashes, till the shovel wasfull. It was allfinished in one hour, and
then the birds spread their wings andflew away.
Full ofjoy. the maiden carried the shovelful ofseed to her stepmother
believing that now she was sure to go to the ball. But her stepmother said‘No. Cinderella, you have no dress, and you have not learnt to dance ■ you
would only be laughed at.’
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Still she cried and begged so hard to be allowed to go that her stepmother,
to keep her quiet, threw two shovelfuls oflinseed in the ashes this time, and told
her she should go ifshe picked all these out in two hours.
'She can never do that in the time,'thought the cruel woman, as
Cinderella ran away to the kitchen; but the maiden went again into the garden
and called the birds:
'Little tame pigeons.
Turtle-doves, too.
Ifyou don'/ help me
What shallIdo?
Come,pick up the seeds.
All the birds in the sky.
ForIcannot do it
In time, ifItry.’
Then the birds all came as before, and in less than an hour every seed was
picked out and laid in the shovels. As soon as they hadflown away Cinderella
carried the shovelfuls ofseed to her stepmother, quite expecting now to go to the
ball with her stepsisters. But she said again:
'It is ofno use tofret, Cinderella;you have no dress, you cannot dance,
and were you to go it would be a disgrace to us all.’
Then she turned her back on the poor girl and hastened away with her two
proud daughters to the ball. There was no one at home now but Cinderella, so
she went out to her mother’s grave and stood under the hazel-tree and cried:
'Shake and shiver, little tree.
With gold and silver cover me.’
Then the bird in the tree threw down a beautifulsilk dress embroidered
^ith gold and silver, and a new pair ofglittering golden slippers. In great haste
she dressed herselfin these beautiful clothes and went to the ball. When she
entered the ballroom, looking so beautiful in her rich dress and slippers, her
stepmother and sisters did not know her; indeed they took herfor aforeign
princess. The idea that it could be Cinderella never entered their heads; they
supposed she was safe at home picking linseedfrom the ashes.
The king’s son took a great deal ofnotice ofthis unknown lady, and
danced with her several times, till at last he would dance with no other, always
saying, ’This is my partner.’ So she danced all the evening till it was time to go
home, and the prince said he would accompany her,fo r he wanted to discover
where she lived. Butshe avoided him, and with one bound sprang into the
pigeon-house. The prince was quite astonished, but waited till nearly all the
h"Z^T^

that the strange lady was in the pigeon-

th.1 ,
it be Cinderella?’thought the stepmother, who would not leave till
dllTL
the prince to sendfor workmen to pull
down the pigeon-h^se This was soon done, but theyfound no one there. When
the stepmother and her daughters reached home, theyfound Cinderella in her
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7ece
on the chimney
^hn„,
‘‘
’
slipped outfrom the back ofthe pigeonhouse even more quickly than she hadjumped in!and had run tothThZZe
whUesheo77‘°L7 7
'“y
Srave
on herhtchen clothes,and the bird came down and carri^the
ball-dress away, while Cinderella went home to lie in the ashes.
steDsht!rTT‘
iree a!dL7d

king gave another ball, to which herparents and
^

'^^''egone. Cinderella went Lhe hazel-

‘Shake and shiver, little tree.
Throw gold and silver over me/

enZpdf^'''t

^he

beau/ Ti
everyone m-<is astonished at her great
her/hi
'O'’* *«'■ ^ond and led
alwnv<! ^
°nv ■
whole evening he would dance with no one else,
always saying. This is my partner.'
HhH o
‘^^P™oe wanted to accompany her and
hah ■ !t tT
managed to avoid him and rushed out into the garden
ina the palace, in which grew a beautiful tree loaded with pears. She climbed
“
6eftvee« the branches, and the prince could notfind her anywhere.
When his father came home they even ordered the tree to be cut down, but
no one
mi<Thi hl77
branches. The stepmother still had afear that it
I
^ben they returned home, there she war in her kitchen
cr.!-.
ihe ashes as usual. When th^ were lookingfor her. she had

h/rnii

‘be bird in the hazel tree had

gilt her kitchen clothes and taken away the ball-dress,

in. V
‘birdfete took place, to which the stepmother and her daughters were
‘tea. and Cinderella again went to her mother’s grave and said to the tree‘Shake and rustle, little tree,
Throw gold and silver over me.'
Then the bird threw down
a most magnificent dress, more glittering and
elegant than ever.
\ and the brightest pair ofgilded slippers,
h
appeared at the fete in this dress, everyone was astonished at
^-^e/?rmce danced only with her, and to every other proposal replied,
th^ n
to leave, Cinderella wanted to go, and

Now. the king’s son had had recourse to stratagem in the hope of
call//"/
‘ovely princess. He had ordered the steps ofthe
sZcko/ T
‘b“‘ Cinderella hurried away her left slipper
ltd il/T
obliged to leave it behind. The prince himself
picked It up. It was very small and elegant, and covered with gold.
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>^;>^^l->‘0‘<se.Meyou„^
eldest tried It onfirst in another room, and her mother stood by. Shecouldhave

a7d'tnldl'^'^r^‘'°^7‘^”°‘
W //,

her a knife

offandforced on the slipper in spite ofthe pain

ofCinderella s mother, and on the hazel-tree sat two doves, who criedThat is not the right bride.
The slipper is much too small.
Blood isflowing inside.
The shoe does notfit her at all'
Then
led her hoclr
examined the slipper andfound itfull ofblood. So he
hermntho
^ ^ next sister to try. She also went into another room with
mother, andfound that she could not get the slipper over her heel
aueen
queen you will not have to use yourfeet much.’
oain

I

'^^hen you are
0"

Clipper in spite ofthe

Vo back, go back.
There is blood in the shoe.
The shoe is too small
That bride will not do *

son went with him.

Zmf-T
"
fl*

and this time the king’s

■«*«( theprwce cfCInimlU,

‘Sendfor her, ’ said the prince.
see her, she is
called *!“'

^^tfor, so at last they

After washing her hands andface, she made her appearance and bowed
oifoS
^^<^ted herselfon afootstool,
tookoffthe heavy woodenshoefromherlffifoot. and slipped on the golden
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and exclaimed, ‘nat is the riSt bride"

^

The stepmother and her two daughters
were in a dreadful rage when they
heard this, and turned white with anger.
But the prince disregarded their
anger, and taking Cinderella on his
horse, rode away with her.
they
passed
the hazel-tree on the grass, thetwo
white doves cried:

A

j,

Tairmaid and true.
No blood in her shoe;
She is the bride,
^tth the prince by her side.’

The stoiy ofCinderella is a classic Grimm Brothers tale. Many variations
ofthe tale have circulated the world, ranging flom reh-Shen ofChina to Walt
Disney’s American Cinderella. The Brothers
’ original version, however,is not
one most children are read as a bed time story. The tale, featuring bloody ankles
and eye-gouging doves,is rather grotesque according to modem society’s
standards for children’s stories. The horror does
reading the unaltered and final Grimm
look into what the Brothers were

serve a purpose, though. By

version of Cinderella, readers are able to

hying to portray about German society in terms

ofreligion. Through this fantastic
story ofgood and evil, the Brothers paint a
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picture ofthe religious deterioration ofthe society, using characters in the tale as
symbols ofthe German people, culture and values.

In the 1800s, Germany suffered from
many social issues, but the religious
state ofthe German society seemed to be ofspecial interest
i
to the Brothers.
Whtle rehgion still influenced the people ofGermany,it was weakening in terms
ofits power in politics and culture.

David Blackboum writes:

Until very recently, mostgeneral accounts ofnineteenth-centurv
German history treated religion as something ofa leftover-still
P°^erfiil m the countryside, no doubt, but essentially a stubborn
residue whose importance wasfading in an age dominated bv the
modern isms liberalism, nationalism, socialism,
materialism....Th^point to ways in which science offered an
alternative tofaith in the everyday material world, so that-for
imtance-the veterinarian was called in instead ofcattle beimr
blessed...All ofthese arguments have truth in them (Blackboum
History ofGermany n&0.\9U2U).
^ ackboum.
In other words, religion was slowly giving way to changes in politics and the new
values ofsociety, having a significant effect

on both the educated and lower

classes. Society was becoming more liberal and materialistic. Science was
advancrng, adding to the decline ofthe power ofthe church. The new values of
the German society naturally trickled their way into
something the Brothers were quick to realize and

the culture and politics.

to act against. A sense of

natronalism - along with the other “isms” Blackboum discussed
“ was becoming
stronger in the country, encouraging the peoples ofGermany to unite not under
one religion, but under one political system instead.
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Although the Grimm brothers considered themselves nationalists and were
politically active, they did not follow suit when it came to putting religion in the
backseat. For most of their lives they fought under the slogan ofnationalism,
hoping the German people would hold onto their identities and unite as one
country. They continued to live by strict religious principles, which they applied
to their daily lives. Not only did the Brothers

Openly share their disgruntled

feelings towards the new
ideals ofthe German people in the public spotlight, but
they also recorded what was happening through the tale ofCinderella.

The tale ofCinderella, a young girl steadfast in her religion, begins when
her father remarries after the mother ofCinderella dies, The rich father
symbolizes the bourgeoisie, which was the rising class in Germany at the time.
The bourgeoisie in Germany was the combination ofmany different social and
economic groups, including “small producers, shopkeepers, tradesmen, and wageearners, as well as thegrWe bourgeoisie and its auxiliaries(Blackboura, The
Peculiarities ofGerman History 77).” It also took on a much more liberal
approach politically, pushing for the separation ofthe church and the state
(Blackboum, The Peculiarities ofGerman History 76). The bourgeoisie lifestyle
put a bigger emphasis on materialistic value than that ofthe ruling classes in the
past, and less on the importance ofreligion. When the father takes
a new wife, it
does not take long for the stepmother to send Cinderella

to stay in the kitchen, day

by day becoming more ofa servant than a daughter. Instead ofacting on the
behalfof his daughter, the father does not do anything. Instead, he forgets about
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the importance of his daughter, who is pious, in favor for others, who are
materialistic. In this respect, the father i
IS much like the rising class that fails to
act
against the replacement ofreligion by materialism and science. Instead, it was
much easier for the German people to turn a blind eye and indulge in their
newfound wealth.

The father also represents how the Geiman society was forgetting their
religious roots.
He parallels the values ofthe culture by being quick to forget his
pious wife, and therefore his pious child, as he manies a wicked woman and
spoils her greedy children. The two step sisters, who are beautilul, but crave
material items, are used to further demonstrate this abandonment ofreligion. TTie
sisters, who request a beautiful dress and

a pearl necklace from their step-father

and taunt their new stepsister, seem to be more concerned with material goods
than with their spirituality. In the eyes ofthe Brothers, the people ofGermany
were forgetting about their creator, who they thought to be spiritually bound to,i
favor of more tangible elements, like money and clothes. Instead ofstanding up
for Cinderella, who only requests a twig ofher father from his trip, the father
simply allows her mistreatment and gives into the demands ofhis stepdaughter.

The tree that grows from the twig Cinderella’s father gives to her is also
symbolic. Just as Cinderella’s
father has given her life physically,he also gives
her life metaphorically through the twig. Nurtured by Cinderella’s tears, a sign of
her genuine love and devotion, the twig grows into a tree. The growing ofthe tree
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IS symbolic of Cinderella nurturing herselfinto

a new life. As Cinderella stays

true to her beliefs, the tree grows and she benefits from it. The appearance ofthe
tree is a turning point in the tale for Cinderella, as it serves as her provider from
that point on. Therefore, it represents new beginnings for those who remain
devoted to their religion and beliefsystem, even through mockeiy and abuse like
that given to Cinderella by her stepmother and stepsistere. The tree shows that if
one stays devoted to the creator, then one will be provided for.

The tree that springs from the twig can also be inteipreted in another
interesting way. Maiy C. Legg argues that the tree is symbolic ofthe contrast of
ideals between the father and daughter, and that the Brotheis also included some
oftheir own life in this portion ofthe stoiy:

ne negligentfather and thefaithful daughter are contrasted
through the tree. Although hyperbole to claim afine tree
flourishedfrom her tears, thefigure is allegorical, not literal.
Representing the tree oflife with its branches reaching up to the
heavens toward God and its roots descending into the underworld
and the unknown, Cinderella seeks her reward elsewhere in a
differentsphere. She has no time to be concerned with the worldly
things oflifefor they have been unjustly strippedfrom her This
reflects the Grimm brothers themselves,suddenly deprived ofthe
security oftheirfather‘s civilian employment. Entering a hostile
world ofNapoleonic authoritarianism, the brothers collected
Germanfolklore, engaging in intellectualpursuits to escape the
harsh realities oftheir poverty andpolitical oppression.
Dispossessed ofphysical andfinancial wealth, the brothers
became rich in enlightenment andfaithful to theirfather’s memory
in
caringfor their extendedfamily(Legg 2).
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Legg’s interpretation provides readers with

a good symbolic understanding ofthe

tree. Just as the tree’
s branches reach upward,so does Cinderella in a figurative
sense. Cinderella continuously reaches towards heaven and is steadfast in her
spiritual aspirations. Even as her family mistreats her, she remains pious. Her
father, on the other hand, is metaphorically grounded in earthly things, like the
roots ofthe tree are literally grounded in the earth. Just as the mots ofthe tree
reach down,the father will sink into a downward spiral ifhe continues on the
same path. In this sense, for the father, going down can mean anything jfrom the
quality of his character being dimimshed to the actual movement ofhis soul
traveling downwards to Hell.

The linking ofthis story to the lives ofthe Grimm brothere by Legg is
well-founded, yet something is missing fiom this inteipretation. As discussed in
the Introduction, the Brothers

were stripped from their social position and money

after the death oftheir father, who made enough money for the Grimm family to
live well by the means ofthe upper-middle dace The situation the Brothers were
put in can be easily compared to that ofCinderella, who lost her social standing
and way ofliving after the passing ofher mother. Also like Cinderella,the
Brothers remained pious, although many ofthose around them relished in the new
bourgeoisie cultiu"e. However,instead of

engaging in intellectual pursuits to

escape the harsh realities oftheir poverty and political oppression,” I think that
the Brothers engaged in intellectual pursuits to

prove themselves worthy of high

social status and to stand for what they believed in. By recording folktales such
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as Cinderella in such a subtle, historical way,they are showing how people like
themselves could persevere and come out on top by holding fast to their beliefs.
The Brothers were not escaping reality, but merely recording it, and therefore
making others aware of the problems that surrounded them. Just as the Brothers
remained unwavering in their values and beliefs, so did Cinderella. It is through
her character that Wilhelm and Jacob showed the people of Germany how holding
onto religion in a time of changing values is the morally correct action to take.

The stepmother in Cinderella can represent many things. In fact, the
stepmother motifis commonly found throughout the Brothers’ works, as seen in
Hansel and Gretel. Samuel Denis Fohr writes,

...in the Grimm stories the

stepmother or changed mother symbolizes the cosmos or the world, and her
children symbolize human beings in the world. The stepmothers’ callous
treatment of her children is only to be expected”(Fohr 85). Presuming Fohr is
correct, readers can assume that the stepmother in Cinderella represents the
developing world -the embodiment ofall that the Grimm brothers see as the
result ofthe changing culture. The stronger the influence ofthe stepmother,
which seems to grow over time,the more harm that is done to Cinderella. This
can be paralleled to the Geraian people who remained steadfast to their religion,
like Cinderella; the deeper the German society idealized the bourgeoisie culture,
the more harm was done to the pious people. Some,like the father, are influenced
by that world and do little or nothing to resist it. Others, like Cinderella, are
unchanging in their religious beliefs and practices, no matter how tough the
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circumstances may be. Instead ofprotecting his pious child, the father almost
completely ignores Cinderella. He does show some care by asking her what she
would like from his trip, but he does not stop the injustice the world inflicts upon
her.

By portraying the character ofthe father in such a manner,the Brothers
show how many members ofthe German society are contributing, although
maybe not directly, to the treatment ofthose who remained religious. Just as the
father may not technically be adding to the mistreatment ofhis daughter, the
German people may not be directly promoting the bourgeoisie culture- but that
does not mean they are doing anything to stop the mistreatment either. Although
those who adhered strictly to their religion were not punished,they were not given
the same respect as they once were.

The stepmother also plays an important role in relation to keeping
Cinderella away from the Prince, who can be interpreted to represent God.

As part ofher ill-treatment ofCinderella the stepmother prescribes
impossible tasks. In her book Fairy Tales: Allesories ofInner Life.
J.C. Cooper points out that the same motifoccurs in the story of
Psyche and Cupid, in which Cupid’s mother Venus sets various
tasksfor Psyche. In the myth Venus wants to keep Psyche away
from Cupid. In thefolktale the stepmother wants to keep
Cinderella awayfrom the prince ffohr 113).

By keeping Cinderella away from the Prince, the stepmother is essentially
keeping her stepdaughter away from salvation. So,ifthe stepmother represents
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the developing world, the prince represents God,and Cinderella represents the
pious, then it is inferred that this new world the Grimm brothers are seeing
develop is trying to keep the pious citizens of Germany jfrom their Lord. The
changing world does this by making it increasingly harder to fulfill spiritual
duties. This is represented by the tasks that were given to Cinderella by her
stepmother in order to go to the ball. These tasks seem impossible, and the
stepmother is sure Cinderella will never complete them in time to meet the prince.
Cinderella’s ability to complete these near impossible tasks shows that if one’s
will is strong enough, or ifone only trusts in God, anything can be achieved. The
citizens of Germany can keep up with the new society they find themselves in and
still hold fast to God.

A kind of poetic justice is found at the end of Cinderella, although in a
strange way. The stepsisters are reprimanded for attempting to use Cinderella for
their own selfish games by having their eyes plucked out by the doves. Doves are
often used in literature to represent peace and harmony, and are an important tool
ofsymbolism used in the Christian religion, according to Katherine Lee
(Rawlings)Jenner:
We read in the Gospels ofthe Holy Ghost under the appearance of
a Dove descending on Christ at His Baptism, and the Dove has
been since then the recognized symbol ofthe Holy Ghost, and has
been much more widely adopted than His subsequent manifestation
as aflame offire, alighting upon Our Lady and the Apostles on the
Day ofPentecost(Jenner 39).
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Jenner goes on to point out the many instances where the Dove is used to
symbolize the Holy Ghost,such as in art work that has hung for centuries in
Amiens Cathedral or in the stain glass windows ofSt. Peter’s Church in Rome.

But in this tale, doves are the instigators ofviolence. For one reason or
another, the Brothers found the destruction ofthe stepsisters* sight by the doves
necessary to the plot. Taking away the sisters’ sight will mean that they will no
longer be able to see the material objects they once craved, like the pearl necklace
and the dress they asked their step-father to bring them from hisjourney. Beauty
will probably play a less important role in their lives as they rely on other non
physical characteristics to judge those around them. Metaphorically, the loss of
their physical sight could be the beginning ofan inner sight, one which will allow
them to see people for who they really are. Ultimately, however, the Brothers
show readers that when remaining pious, those who act against you on your
journey to God will be reprimanded. Thejourney to God is represented by
Cinderella walking to meet the prince in the castle.

It is interesting to note the stepmother disappears from the story near the
end. The last mention ofher is after Cinderella is identified as the correct bride
for the prince: “The stepmother and her two daughters were in a dreadful rage
when they heard this, and turned white with anger(Grimm 94).” She never
receives what she wants or gets herjust desserts. Although she fails to keep
Cinderella away from her redeemer like she originally planned to do, there seem
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to be no real consequences for her actions. What the Grimm brothers may have
been trying to say by excluding the stepmother from the ending is that there will
always be evil in the world. Although the fruits ofevil may be destroyed or
controlled, in this case the offspring of Cinderella’s stepmother, the source itself
may be indestructible. After all, according to the Bible, God gave people free will
to choose between right and wrong. The stepmother can even be interpreted as
representing the Devil, who tempts people from the path of God. While no one
may ever be able to change the wickedness ofthe world, no one has to partake in
it either. By keeping faith, the people ofthe world may rise above this
wickedness and later be rewarded by God for their devotion.
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Ch.4: Rumpelstiltskin
The winner takes it all
There was once a miller who was very poor, but he had a beautiful
daughter; and a thought struck him that he would speak about her to the king, and
get some situationfor her. So he obtained an audience, and told the king that he
had a daughter who could spin straw into gold.
Then,'said the king, ‘that is a quality which pleases me well Ifyour
daughter is, as you say, so very skilfid, bring her to the castle tomorrow morning,
and I will try what she can do. *
The miller next day took his daughter to the castle, and as soon as she
arrived the king led her into a chamber which was quitefill ofstraw, and placing
a spinning-wheel before her, said:
‘Now set to work at once,for ifall this straw is notspun into gold before
sunrise, you shall die.'
Then he locked the door himself, and left her alone.
The poor maiden satfor some time looking at the straw in despair. She
had never in her life been taught to spin, and she had not the least idea how to
turn straw into gold. Every moment herfear became greater, and at last she
began to weep bitterly.
As evening came on, the door opened, and a little man entered, who said.
‘Good-evening, young daughter ofthe miller. Why do you weep so
sadly?'
‘Oh!’she replied, 7have all this straw to spin into gold, andIknow not
how to do it.'
What will you give me,’said the little man, ‘ifIspin itfor you?'
‘My neck ribbon,'she said.
The man took the ribbon, seated himselfbefore the spinning-wheel, and as
the wheel went whirr, whirr, whirr, three times, the spool wasfull ofgold. Then
hefastened on more straw, and after three turns ofthe wheel the spool was a
second timefull; and so he went on all night, and before the morning dawned the
straw was allspun and the spoolsfull ofgold. Then he left her.
At sunrise the king came to the chamber, but when he caught sight ofthe
glittering gold, he wasfirst astonished and thenfull ofjoy. But his heart was
greedyfor gold, so he led the miller‘s daughter into another chamberfull of
straw, and much larger than theformer, and ordered her, as she valued her life,
to spin that into gold before sunrise next morning.
The maiden, when left alone, could only weep,for she knew it was an
impossible task. But in the evening the same little man again appeared, and said,
‘What will you give me ifIspin all this straw into gold? *
‘My ringjrom myftnger,’answered the maiden.
The little man took the ring, set to work at the spinning-wheel, and before
morning the whole ofthe straw was spun into gold.
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The king gloated with delight over the glittering heap, but he was not yet
satiated with gold. So he led the maiden into a still larger roomfall ofstraw, and
said, ‘You must spinfor me during one more night, and ifall this straw is spun
into gold by the moniing, then you shall be my wife.'
‘Although she is a miller’s daughter,’thought the king, 7could notfind a
richer wife in the whole world.’
No sooner was the maiden alone, than the manikin again appearedfor the
third time, and said, ‘What will you give me ifIspin the strawfor you this time?
7have nothing more thatIcan give,’answered the maiden.
‘Then promise when you are queen to give me yourfirst child,’said the
little man.
‘Who knows ifIshall ever be queen,’thought the maiden; and she knew
also that in her trouble there was no other helpfor her. So she promised what he
wished.
Immediately he set to work, and very soon spun all the straw into gold.
In the morning when the king came andfound that what he required was
done, he ordered preparations to be madefor a splendid wedding, and in afew
days the miller’s beautiful daughter became a queen.
About a year after this a beautiful little child was bom to the queen, who
never thought ofher promise to the little man, till one night he stepped suddenly
into her chamber, and said, ‘Now give me what you have promised.’
In great terror the queen offered him all the treasures in the kingdom ifhe
would leave her the child.
But the little man said, ‘No;something livingIlike better than all the
treasures in the world.’ Then the queen began to mourn and weep so bitterly, that
the little man had compassion on her, and said, 7will give you three days, and if
in that time you canfind out my name, then you shall keep your child.’
After he was gone, the queen lay awake till morning, thinking over all the
names she had ever heard of and determined to send a messenger all over the
country to inquirefar and wide what names had been given to peopleformerly.
The next night the little man came again, and she repeated all the names
in
she could think of Casper, Melchior, Balzar, and many others that she knew,
every rank ofsociety. But the little man said, ‘No,Ihave not one ofthese names.
The next day she made every inquiry among the neighbours, and when the
little man came at nightfor the second time, she mentioned most unearthly names,
such as Brown-ribs, Dicky-calf and Spindle-leg. But he answered always. No, it
is none ofthese.’
On the third day the messenger returned and related his adventures. He
had not been able tofind a single new name, but on his way home he crossed a
high mountain, and came to the borders ofa wood, in which thefoxes and the
hares wished him ‘good night.’ After this he came to a tiny little house, and saw
before it afire burning, and hopping round it, on one leg, was a ridiculouslooking little man, who cried:
‘To-dayI brew, to-morrow Ibake,
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Next morning Ishall the queen *s child take;
How glad Iam that she does not dream
That Rumpelstiltskin is my name!*
The messenger could not think what made the queen so overjoyed when she heard
this name, but she rewarded him handsomely and dismissed him.
On the third and last night, the little man appearedfor the last time, and
said. Now then, queen-mother, what is my name? *
Well, * she replied, *are you called Conrad? *
No.*
Henry?*
No.*
*Then your name is Rumpelstiltskin!*
*Thefairies must have told you that! Thefairies must have told you that!*
screamed the little man, and in his rage struck the ground sofiercely with his
rightfoot that it sunk in deeply into the earth, dragging his body after it. Then, in
hisfury, he laid hold ofhis leftfoot with both hands, and tore himselfcompletely
in halves(Grimm,203-206).

The rags-to-riches plot line ofRumpelstilksin is reminiscent ofthat of
Cinderella', and yet, while it is still well-known, it is not as popular. Perhaps this
is because it lacks a protagonist that is able to gain sympathy from readers. While
the peasant girl is victimized by her father’s false boasting, there is nothing that
indicates to the reader that the girl is good or faithful, or that she really does
anything to help herselfin the life-threatening situation she is placed in. The
characters in this story portray many things politically about the state of Germany
during the times ofthe Grimm brothers.

Originally meant to be a tale about the declining productivity of women,
the Brothers slowly transformed the story to a historical account of Gennany’s
problematic relations with France during the early nineteenth century. The
Brothers use both characters and carefully placed symbolism in Rumpelstiltskin to
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provide an account of Germany’s involvement in the Napoleonic Wars, while still
maintaining some ofthe original message ofthe story dealing with the country’s
social issues surrounding women.

To understand the political coimotations ofthis tale, it is important to first
be briefed on Germany’s involvement in the Napoleonic Wars. Historians debate
on the exact date that the Napoleonic Wars began, but they are generally thought
to be a series ofconflicts fi“om about 1803 to 1815 that resulted firom the French
Revolution of 1789. Napoleon Bonaparte, also known as Emperor Napoleon I,
ruler of France from 1804 to 1815,shaped much ofEuropean politics in the early
nineteenth century. As the leader ofFrance, he built an empire that threatened
that of many countries. Russia,Prussia, Great Britain, Austria, Spain,Portugal,
and Sweden were all against Napoleon’s regime, along with Germany. The wars
ended in 1815,following the defeat ofNapoleon at Waterloo(Gates 268-269).

Geographically, Germany would probably have been a good country to
control. Germany’s geographic advantage did not lie in the actual location ofthe
country, but in the layout ofthe land. At the time, it was hard to travel or move
things in and out of Germany. The country was filled with many rivers that were
hard to navigate and roads full ofrobbers and gangs(Blackboum,History of
Germany 1780-1918 7-8). It’s hard to imagine that France would have wanted to
take over a country that is so dangerous to travel through, but its danger was also
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an advantage. The rivers and roads made it difficult for other countries to attack
Germany without great force.

From 1812 to 1815, many German states, along with the help oftheir
allies, fought for the freedom ofGermany from France. During this time the
Brothers were very much in the political spotlight. As stated earlier, they were in
favor of a free, united Germany, but also against the German princes, who they
viewed to be just as corrupt as Napoleon himself They saw the princes as
greedy, power hungry, and lacking the interests ofthe people at heart. Supporters
of a free Germany,the Brothersjoined the cause against Napoleon by serving as
ambassadors for the country and later by openly publishing politically criticizing
coimnentary.

Throughout the tale, Rumpelstiltskin is referred to as “the little man.'
This character description fits well with the political theme ofthe Brothers’
depiction ofNapoleon. Napoleon stood at 5’2”, which is 157.5 centimeters
(Grubin,Interview with Scott Simon). From the years 1800-1820,the average
height of men in France was 164.1 centimeters, or 5’4.6”(Burnham,“The
Napoleon Series”). Therefore, Napoleon stood about two inches shorter than the
average man during his lifetime. The “little man” could be a physical
representation ofNapoleon in the tale.

Not only is Rumpelstiltskin short in stature, but he also slowly takes away
things from the peasant girl/queen,just as Napoleon slowly took away parts of
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Germany in the name of France. Germany, which was neither a nation-state nor a
territorial-state, was divided into a diverse group ofprovinces - each ruled by a
local prince and all under the German emperor(Blackboum,History ofGermany
1780-1918 10-11). The princes, who had almost complete control ofthenprovince, wanted something more than what they had, especially in terms of
power and land. Napoleon saw this as ample opportunity to gain more control
over Germany. Province by province, he began taking over the country. He did
this by promising the German princes protection by France and power over the
province; the prince would only have to declare his province to be French and
recognize Napoleon as the ultimate ruler ofit. Even though the providences
would have preferred to only be connected to France via military alliances,
Napoleon forced them to create a confederacy(Nipperdey 3). Here we can see
how the symbolism ofthe gifts the girl gives to Rumpelstiltskin pertained to
politics in Germany during the time ofthe Brothers. The rulers of Germany were
giving away the coirntry to France bit by bit, or gift by gift, until Napoleon
demanded everything, represented by the child in the story.

The first thing the little man takes firom the girl is her neck-ribbon, which
she offers in turn for his gold-spinning abilities in order to save her life. In
literature, a necklace is often used to symbolize order to chaos(Olderr,Reverse
Symbolism Dictionary 115). Whenever Kassel switched fi-om being occupied by
the French to being fi’ee, then to be being occupied again, the Brothers felt as if
order had given way to chaos. For example, when Jacob was in charge ofthe
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Royal Library, the political turmoil often affected his work. When the peaceful
French occupation of Kassel turned ugly in 1814, Jacob was put in charge of
packing and shipping books out ofthe country for safe storage, traveling as a
delegate to Paris to find books that were lost or stolen in the shipping process, and
taking care of any crisis that happened at the library. Such a crisis happened
when a fire broke out on the floor below the library hall and the Brothers were
forced to wrap books in heavy canvas and throw them out the windows into the
library’s courtyard(Kamenetsky 19-20). What was once an orderly and quietjob
that allowed Jacob to pursue his own interests and studies turned into a string of
chaotic chores that began to consume his life. Their lives mirror what was
happening in the rest ofthe country and in the lives ofthe German people. Also,
many different laws presided over the land; law ofthe clergies, nobles, guilds, etc
(Blackboum,History ofGermany 1780-1918 3). Adding the French rule to an
already complicated German legal system was disastrous. As the French clamied
more political control over Germany,the lives ofthe German people were being
greatly disrupted and there was no order.

The second thing the girl gives to the little man is her ring. A ring is a
more powerful symbol in literature, representing a bond, union, power,justice,
and wholeness, among many other things(Olderr, Reverse Symbolism Dictionary
167-168). Keeping with the theory that the items the girl gives the little man are
representative of what Germany is giving France, the Brothers might say that after
chaos broke out in Germany is when the German people were most divided.
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Although some ofthe people wanted the protection ofthe French, many others,
like the Brothers, did not. Many ofthe major German cities were being occupied
by French troops, eliminating a sense ofjustice and power ofthe people. The
Brothers were strong supporters ofdemocracy and human rights, including the
freedom ofspeech and fairness towards all(Kamenetsky 21-25). However,the
French had taken away these things and the Germans were left with nothing.

Finally, when the girl has nothing else materialistic to give, the little man
asks for her first bom child. Because she has already given him all that she has
piece by piece, she is forced to give him something much bigger and something
that is of herself. We later find out that the little man is planning on eating the
child when he says:

'To-day Ibrew, to-morrow Ibake,
Next morningIshall the queen *s child take;
There is a striking resemblance ofthe plot-line ofthe tale and how France is
slowly taking over Gemiany. Eventually, Napoleon’s goal is to “eat up”
Germany. In order to extend the Napoleonic Empire,the French devoured
country by country, mainly by means offorce.

Furthermore,the attempt to separate the mother and child in
Rumpelstiltskin speaks volumes as to what is happening in Germany politically
during the time ofthe Grimm brothers. One ofthe turning points in the story is
when the little man comes back to the peasant-girl turned queen for the child she
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promised him. Although the queen remembers the deal, it is unnatural for her to
give up something that is of her own flesh and blood, and she acts out accordingly
by doing everything in her power to keep it from happening (i.e. offering material
goods and trying hard to find out his name).

In the same way that the mother fought for her child, the people of
Germany were fighting for their country. While the queen in the story gave birth
to her child literally, the people of Germany gave birth to their nation figuratively.
They nurtured it and gave the country its identity. Now,the French were tiying to
take it away from the German people. The queen’s attempt to appease the little
man is much like the way the Germans tried to appease the French, hi the story
the queen offered Rumpelstiltskin material wealth in return for her child, but he
refused it, saying that the child was worth more than any material gain. In reality,
Germany tried to appease the French by means ofseveral failed negotiations. For
the Napoleonic Empire, it was all or nothing.

The German princes are depicted in this tale through the character ofthe
king. The king’s attitude makes it clear to the reader that this is not a romantic
tale. He is only interested in what the girl can do for him financially. In fact, if
she were not able to provide for him what he wanted materially, the gold spun
from the straw, then he would have had her killed. To make matters harder for
the girl, he does not put her to the test one time, as he says he will, but three times
- each time making her spin more gold than before. It is not a stretch to say that
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the king is greedy. Much like the king, the German princes were very greedy in
the eyes ofthe Brothers. They did not love their country, but were only interested
in the power and material wealth they could acquire from it.

Besides the tale’s political interpretations, it has also been thought to have
originally been a tale about the decline offemale productivity in the household
through the art ofspinning. Although the Brothers’ tale still deals directly with
spinning, they made significant amendments to it as they added political
connotations that downplayed the theme. However,they did make some changes
that related to the theme. Jack Zipes breaks down the major differences ofthe
original version, Rumpenstiinzcheiii and the final version,Rumpelstiltskin, as
follows:
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Rumpenstiinzchen:

Rumpelstiltskin:

1) There is simply a
little maiden (without
a father) who spins
flax into gold.
2) The maiden’s
predicament is her

1) A poor miller boasts
that his daughter can
spin straw into gold.

failure to do herjob
properly.

3) The maiden willingly
agrees to the
conditions set by the
small man.

4) The maiden, now a
princess, sends out a
female servant to
solve the riddle of
Rumpenstunzchen’s
name.
5) Rumpenstiinzchen
flies away on a
cooking ladle.

2) The predicament of
the miller’s daughter
is the lie told by her
father that can make
it seem she can
perform an
extraordinary feat.
3) The miller’s daughter
is threatened by the
king. She later
accepts the little
man’s bargain under
duress.
4) The miller’s
daughter, now a
queen, sends out a
male messenger to
solve the riddle of
Rumpelstiltskin’s
name.
5) Rumpelstiltskin tears

*Zipes,Spinning with Fate 48

The first change can perhaps be explained through industrialization. The
Brothers lived during a time when the world was becoming more industrialized at
a rapid pace. Historically, spinning was an activity done by hand, and created and
maintained by females. The art ofspinning was present on every level ofthe
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social ladder, from the peasants to the aristocrats. Women did everything from
taking care ofthe animals that would be sheered for process to the actual act of
spinning by hand inside the home(Zipes,Spinning with Fate 51-52). When the
spinning wheel became the norm to use, the time it took to spin material was
drastically decreased. Some ofthe members ofthe royal family even began hiring
people to come and spin for them on a regular basis, which resembled an early
type of factory setting. As it became more popular for more families and even
businesses to hire people to spin using the wheel, spinning rooms were created.
The art ofspinning gradually changed hands from females to males(Zipes,
Spinning with Fate 54-55). Changing the plot line from a girl who knows how to
spin, but incorrectly, to a girl who does not know how to spin at all shows the
effects that industrialization was having on women. They no longer had to know
the art ofspinning because they could either hire others to do it for them or buy
material already spun on the market. Since spinning was considered to be a
thrifty and useful skill, fewer and fewer women

were being attributed with those

qualities, diminishing the female role in the German society.
The second, third. and fourth changes also deal with industrialization, but
in a different way. Originally, the girl made choices by her own free will. For
example,she willing gives the little man what she has, even though she is not
under the pressure ofthe king to get the hay spun. The problem she has is
brought on not by her father, but simply by her inability to spin correctly. Also,
once queen, she relies on a boy messenger instead of another female to find the
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name ofthe little man. These changes deal with male characters being placed in
the story in ways that affect the female protagonist. Unlike in the original
version, the final version has the girl rely on men to determine what happens in
her life and what actions she will take.

Ultimately, it seems as if the Brothers are making the case that as women
depend more on technology, they must also depend more on men,which is not
always healthy. The girl is relying on technology, the spinning wheel,to do what
she could once do herself, and by doing so, the girl never learns how to do things
on her own. In fact, the Brothers viewed the women ofGermany becoming so
much less productive that they did not see it fit to have a girl messenger deliver
the news ofthe little man’s name in the tale. She is even forced to rely on a man,
Rumpelstiltskin, to do the spinning for her, thus saving her life. In this instance,
the little man can be seen notjust as a symbol for Napoleon, but as a symbol for
technology as well.

The reasoning behind the fifth change is debated among scholars ofthe
Brother’s literature. I feel, however, that it is a good fit with the industrialization
theme. Once the queen does something proactive, finding the name ofthe little
man in order to save her child, she is released ofthe man. The Brothers may be
tiying to say that once women identify their lack ofproductivity and start being
active again, they will no longer be controlled by technology and can be less
dependent on men.
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The Brothers may have even tried to sneak in a lesson about the
importance of honesty in this tale. Because the miller was not honest, he put
another life in danger. By not telling the king the truth about her inability to spin,
the daughter was also dishonest. Although she did not tell the king the lie, she did
not deny what her father said either. Because she was not honest with the king,
she put her own life in danger. Perhaps the lesson here is that being dishonest
does not come without consequences; consequences that not only affect you, but
others whom you love as well.

Despite the moral undertones ofRumpelstiltskin, however,this tale is still
primarily a political one. The ability to turn such a heavy and complicated
political issue into a tale written in the style of a children’s story takes great skill,
and the Brothers seem to have mastered it.
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Chapter 5:Snow-white and the Seven Dwarfs
Color by numbers
One day in the middle ofwinter, when the snowflakesfellfrom the sky like
feathers, a queen sat at a window netting. Her netting needle was ofblack ebony,
and as she worked, and the snow glittered, she pricked herfinger, and three drops
ofbloodfell into the snow. The red spots looked so beautijul in the white snow
that the queen thought to herself:
'Oh, ifIonly had a little child,Ishould like it to be asfair as snow, as
rosy as the red blood, and with hair and eyes as black as ebony.
Very soon after this the queen had a little daughter who was veryfair, had
rosy cheeks, and hair as black as ebony;and they gave her the name ofSnowwhite. But at the birth ofthe little child the queen died.
When Snow-white was a year old, the king took another wife. She was
very handsome, but so proud and vain that she could not endure that anyone
should surpass her in beauty. She possessed a wonderful mirror, and when she
stood before it to look at herselfshe would say:
'Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Am I most beautiful ofall?'
Then the mirror would reply:
'Young queen, thou art so wondrousfair.
None can with thee at all compare.'
Then she would go away quite contented,for she knew that the magic
mirror could only speak the truth.
Years went by, and as Snow-white grew up, she became day after day
more beautiful, till she reached the age ofseven years, and then people began to
talk about her, and say that she would be more lovely even than the queen herself
So the proud woman went to her magic looking-glass, and asked:
'Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Am Imost beautiful ofall?'
But the mirror answered:
'Queen, though art lovely still to see.
But Snow-white will be
A thousand times more beautiful than thee.’
Then the queen was terrifled, and turned green and yellow withjealousy.
Ifshe had caught sight ofSnow-white at that moment,she would have been ready
to tear her heart out ofher body, she hated the maiden sofiercely.
And thisjealousy and envy grew every day in her heart stronger and
stronger, like a disease, till she had no rest day or night.
At last she sentfor a hunter, who lived near aforest, and said to him,
'Hunter,I want to get rid ofthat child. Take her out into the wood, and ifyou
bring me some proofs that she is dead,I will reward you handsomely. Never let
her appear before my eyes again.'
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So the hunter enticed the child into the wood; but when he took out his
hunting-knife to thrust into Snow-white’s innocent heart, shefell on her knees and
wept, and said, ‘Ah, dear hunter, leave me my life;Iwill run away into the wild
wood, and never, never come home any more.’
She looked so innocent and beautiful as she knelt, that the hunter s heart
was moved with compassion: ‘Run away, then, thou poor child,’he cried; I
cannot harm thee.’
Snow-white thanked him so sweetly, and waj out ofsight in afew
moments.
’She will be devoured by wild beasts,’he said to himself But the thought
that he had not killed her was as ifa stone-weight had been liftedfrom his heart.
To satisfy the queen, he took part ofthe inside ofa youngfawn, which the
wicked woman thought was poor little Snow-white, and was overjoyed to think
she was dead.
,
But the poor little motherless child, when shefound herselfalone in the
wood, and saw nothing but trees and leaves, was dreadfullyfrightened, andJmew
not what to do. At last she began to run over the sharp stones and through the
thorns, and though the wild beasts sprang out before her, they did her no harm.
She ran on as long as she could, till her littlefeet became quite sore; and towards
evening she saw, to her greatjoy, a pretty little house. So she went up to it, an
found the door open, and no one at home.
j * ^
It was a tiny little house, but everything in it was so clean and neat aria
elegant that it is beyond description. In the middle ofthe room stood a small
table, covered with a Snow-white table-cloth, readyfor supper. On
arranged seven little plates, seven little spoons, seven little knives andforks, and
seven mugs, By the wall stood seven little beds, near each other, covered with
white

and thirsty, ate afew vegetables md a

little breadfrom each plate, and drank a little drop ofwineform ^ch cup,for she
did not like to take all she wantedfrom one alone. After this,feeling very tired,
she thought she would lie down and rest on one ofthe beds, but shefound it
difficult to choose one to suit her. One was too long, another too short;so she
tried them all till she came to the seventh, and that was so comfortable that she
laid herselfdown, and was soonfast asleep.
When it was quite dark the masters ofthe house came home. They were
seven little dwarfs, who dug and searched in the mountainsfor minerals. First
they lighted seven little lamps, and as soon as the room wasfull oflight they saw
that some one had been there,for everything did not stand in the order in which
they had left it.
Then said thefirst, ‘Who has been sitting in my little chair^
Then the second exclaimed, ‘Who has been eatingfrom my little plate?’
The third cried, ‘Some one has taken part ofmy bread.’
‘Who has been eating my vegetables?’said thefourth.
Then said thefifth, ‘Some one has used myfork.’
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The sixth cried, 'And who has been cutting with my knife?’
'And some one has been drinking out ofmy cup,'said the seventh.
Then the eldest looked at his bed, and seeing that it looked tumbled, cried
out that some one had been upon it. The others came runningforward andfound
oil their beds in the condition. But when the seventh approached his bed, and saw
Bnow~-white lying therefast asleep, he called the others, who came quickly, and
holding their lights over their heads, cried out in wonder as they beheld the
sleeping child. 'Oh what a beautiful little childl'they said to each other, and
'were so delighted that they would not awaken her, but left her to sleep as long as
she liked in the little bed, while its owner slept with one ofhis companions, and so
the night passed away.
In the morning, when Snow-white awoke, and saw all the dwarfs, she was
terriblefrightened. But they spoke kindly to her, till she lost allfear, and they
asked her name.
7am called Snow-white,'she replied.
'But how came you to our house?‘asked one.
Then she related to them all that had happened; how her stepmother had
sent her into the wood with the hunter, who had spared her life, and that, after
wandering aboutfor a whole day, she hadfound their house.
The dwarfs talked a little while together, and then one said 'Do you think
you could be our little housekeeper, to make the beds, cook the dinner, and wash
and sew and knitfor us, and keep everything neat and clean and orderly? Ifyou
can, then you shall stay here with us, and nobody shall hurt you. *
'Oh yes,I will try,’said Snow-white. So they let her stay, and she was a
clever little thing. She managed very well, and kept the house quite clean and in
order. And while they were gone to the mountains tofind gold,she got their
supper ready, and they were very happy together. But every morning when they
loft her, the kind little dwarfs warned Snow-white to be careful. While the maiden
was alone they knew she was in danger, and told her not to show herself,for her
stepmother would soonfind out where she was, and said, 'Whatever you do, let
nobody into the house while we are gone.’
After the wicked queen had proved, as she thought, that Snow-white was
dead, shefelt quite satisfied there was no one in the world now likely to become
so beautiful as herself, so she stepped up to her mirror and asked;
'Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Who is most beautiful ofall?'
To her vexation the mirror replied:
'Fair queen, at home there is none like thee.
But over the mountains is Snow-whitefree.
With seven little dwarfs, who are strange to see;
She is a thousand timesfairer than thee.'
The queen wasfurious when she heard this,for she knew the mirror was
truthful, and that the hunter must have deceived her, and that Snow-white still
lived. So she sat and pondered over thesefacts, thinking what would be best to
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do.for as long as she was not the most beautifiil woman in the land, herjealousy
gave her no peace. After a time, she decided what to do. First, she painted her
face, and whitened her hair; then she dressed herselfin old woman's clothes, and
was so disguised that no one could have recognized her.
Watching an opportunity, she lejt the castle, and took her way to the wood
near the mountains, where the seven little dwarfs lived. When she reached the
door, she knocked, and cried, 'Beautijul goods to sell; beautiful goods to sell.'
Snow-white when she heard it, peeped through the window, and said,
'Good-day, old lady. What have you in your basketfor me to buy?
‘Everything that is pretty.'she replied; ‘laces, and pearls, and earrings,
and bracelets ofevery colour;'and she held up her basket, which was lined with
glittering silk.
7can let in this respectable old woman,’thought Snow-white; ‘she will
not harm me.' So she unbolted the door, and told her to come in. Oh, how
delighted Snow-white was with the pretty things; she bought several trinkets, and
a beautiful silk lacefor her stays, but she did not see the evil eye ofthe old woman
who was watching her. Presently she said, ‘Child, come here;Iwillshow you
how to lace your stays properly.’ Snow-white had no suspicion, so she placed
herselfbefore the old woman that she might lace her stays. But no sooner was the
lace in the holes than she began to lace sofast andpullso tight that Snow-white
could not breathe, and presentlyfell down at herfeet as ifdead.
‘Now you are beautiful indeed,‘said the woman, and,fancying she heard
footsteps, she rushed away as quickly as she could.
Not long after, the seven dwarfs came home, and they were terribly
frightened to see dear little Snow-white lying on the ground without motion, as if
she were dead. They lifted her up, and saw in a moment that her stays had been
laced too tight. Quickly they cut the stay-lace in two. till Snow-white began to
breathe a little, and after a time they said: ‘That old market-woman was no other
than your wicked stepmother. Snow-white, you must never again let anyone in
while we are not with you.’
l i
The wicked queen when she returned home, after, as she thought, killing
Snow-white, went to her looking-glass and asked:
‘Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Am Imost beautiful ofall?’
Then answered the mirror:
‘Queen, thou art not thefairest now;
Snow-white over the mountain‘s brow
A thousand timesfairer is than thou.‘
When she heard this she was so terrified that the blood rushed to her
heart,for she knew that after all she had done Snow-white was still alive. 7must
think ofsomething else,‘she said to herself ‘to get rid ofthat odious child.‘
Now this wicked queen had some knowledge ofwitchcraft, and she knew
how to poison a comb,so that whoever used it wouldfall dead. This the wicked
stepmother soon got ready, and dressing herselfagain like an old woman, but
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quite different to the last, she started offto travel over the mountains to the
dwarfs'cottage.
When Snow-white heard the old cry, Voods to sell,fine goods to sell,'she
looked out ofwindow and said:
‘Go away, go away;I must not let you in.’
‘Look at this, then,’said the woman; ‘you shall have itfor your own ifyou like,'
and she held up before the child's eyes the bright tortoiseshell comb which she
had poisoned.
Poor Snow-white could not refuse such a present, so she opened the door
and let the woman in, quiteforgetting the advice ofthe dwarfs. Afier she had
bought afew things, the old woman said, ‘Let me try this comb in your hair; it is
sofine it will make it beautifiilly smooth and glossy.'
So Snow-white, thinking no wrong,stood before the woman to have her
hair dressed; but no sooner had the comb touched the roots ofher hair than the
poison took effect, and the maidenfell to the ground lifeless.
‘You paragon ofbeauty,'said the wicked woman, ‘all hasjust happened
asIexpected,'and then she went away quickly.
Fortunately evening soon arrived, and the seven dwarfs returned home.
When they saw Snow-white lying dead on the ground, they knew at once that the
stepmother had been there again; but on seeing the poisoned comb in her hair
they pulled it out quickly, and Snow-white very soon came to herself, and related
all that had passed.
Again they warned her not to let anyone enter the house during their
absence, and on no account to open the door; but Snow-white was not clever
enough to resist her clever wicked stepmother, and sheforgot to obey.
The wicked queenfelt sure now that she had really killed Snow-white, so
as soon as she returned home she went to her looking-glass, and inquired:
‘Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Who is most beautiful ofall?'
But the mirror replied:
‘Queen, thou art thefairest here.
But not when Snow-white is near;
Over the mountains still is she.
Fairer a thousand times than thee.'
As the looking-glass thus replied, the queen trembled and quaked with
^^ge. ‘Snow-white shall die,'cried she, ‘ifit costs me my own life!'
Then she went into a lonelyforbidden chamber where no one was allowed
to come, and poisoned a beautiful apple. Outwardly it looked ripe and tempting,
ofa pale green with rosy checks, so that it made everyone's mouth water to look
at it, but whoever ate even a smallpiece must die.
As soon as this apple was ready, the wicked queen painted herface,
disguised her hair, dressed herselfas afarmer's wife, and went again over the
mountains to the dwarfs’cottage.
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When she knocked at the door, Snow-white stretched her head out ofthe
window, and said, 7dare not let you in; the seven dwarfs haveforbidden me.*
‘But Iam all right,'said thefarmer's wife. Stay,Iwillshow you my
apples. Are they not beautifid? Let me make you a present ofone.'
‘No, thank you,'cried Snow-white; 7dare not take it.'
‘WhatI’cried the woman, ‘are you afraid it is poisoned? Look here now,I
will cut the apple in halves; you shall have the rosy cheek side, andIwill eat the
other.'
The apple
so cleverly made that the red side alone waspoisonous.
Snow-white longed so muchfor the beautifulfruit as she saw thefarmer's wife eat
one halfthat she could not any longer resist, but stretched out her handfrom the
window and took the poisoned half. But no sooner had she taken one mouthful
than shefell on the ground dead.
Then the wicked queen glanced in at the window with a horrible look in
her eye, and laughed aloud as she exclaimed:
‘White as snow, red as blood, and black as ebony; this time the dwarfs wil
not be able to awake thee.'
And as soon as she arrived at home, and asked her mirror who was the
most beautiful in the land, it replied:
‘Fair queen, there is none in all the land
So beautifid as thee.
Then had her envious heart rest, at least such rest as a heartfull ofenvy an
malice ever can have.
The little dwarfs, when they came home in the evening,found poor Snowwhite on the ground; but though they lifted her up, there were no signs ofbreath
from her mouth, and theyfound she was really dead. Yet they tried in every w^
to restore her; they tried to extract the poisonfrom her lips, they combed er air,
and washed it with wine and water, but all to no purpose: the dear child gave no
signs oflife, and at least they knew she was dead. Then they laid her on a ier,
and the seven dwarfs seated themselves round her, and wept and moume for
three days. They would have buried her then, but there was no change in her
appearance: herface was asfresh, and her cheeks and lips had their
colour. Then said one, ‘We cannot lay this beautiful child in the dark, cold
earth.'
So they agreed to have a coffin made entirely ofglass, transparent all
over, that they might watchfor any signs ofdecay, and they wrote in letters of
gold her name on the lid, and that she was the daughter ofa king. The coffin was
placed on the side ofthe mountain, and each ofthem watched it by turns, so that
it was never left alone. And the birds ofthe air came near and mournedfor
Snow-white;first the owl, then the raven, and at last the dove. Snow-white layfor
a long, long time in the glass coffin, but showed not the least signs ofdecay. It
seemed as ifshe slept;for her skin was snow white, her cheeks rosy red, and her
hair black as ebony.
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It happened one day that the son ofa king, while riding in theforest, came
by chance upon the dwarfs’house and askedfor a night's lodging. As he left the
next morning he saw the coffin on the mountainside, with beautiful Snow-white
lying in it, and read what was written upon the lid in letters ofgold.
Then he said to the dwarfs, 'Let me have this coffin, andIwill give youfor
it whatever you ask.'
But the elder dwarfanswered, 'We would not give it theefor all the gold
in the world.'
But the prince answered, 'Let me have it as a gift, then. Iknow not why,
but my heart is drawn towards this beautiftil child, andIfeelIcannot live without
her. Ifyou will let me have her, she shall be treated with the greatest honour and
respect as one dearly beloved.'
,
As he thus spoke the good little dwarfs werefull ofsympathyfor im, an
gave him the coffin. Then the prince called his servants, and the coffirt w^
placed on their shoulders, and they carried it away,followed by the king s son,
who watched it carefully. Now it happened that one ofthem made afase step
and stumbled. This shook the coffin, and caused the poisoned piece ofapple
which Snow-white had bitten to roll out ofher mouth. A little while afters e
suddenly opened her eyes, lifted up the coffin-lid, raised herselfan was again
alive.
'Oh! Where ami?'she cried.
Full ofjoy, the king's son approached her, and said. Dear Snow-white,
you are safe; you are with me.'
,^
Then he related to her all that had happened, and what the little dwarfs
had told him about her, and said at last, T love you better than all m the world
besides, dear little Snow-white, and you must come with me to myjat er s cos
and be my wife.'
. , ,.
4^.
Then was Snow-white taken out ofthe coffin andplaced in a
travel with theprince, and the king wassopleased with his son sc oice
marriage was soon after celebrated with greatpomp and magntficence.
Now it happened that the stepmother ofSnow-white wt^ invited,
S
Other guests, to the wedding-feast. Before she left her house s estoo in a
rich dress bffitre the magic mirror to admire her own appearance, but she coul
not help saying:
'Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Am I most beautiful ofall?'
Then to her surprise the mirror replied:
'Fair queen, thou art thefairest here,
But at the palace, now.
The bride willprove a thousand times
More beautiful than thou.'
it t
j
Then the wicked woman uttered a curse, and was so dreadfully alarmed
that she knew not what to do. Atfirst she declared she would not go to the
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wedding at all, but shefelt it impossible to rest until she had seen the bride, so she
determined to go. But what
her astonishment and vexation when she
recognized in the young bride Snow-white herself, now grown a charming young
woman, and richly dressed in royal robes! Her rage and terror were so great that
she stood still and could not movefor some minutes. At last she went into the
ball-room, but the slippers she wore were to her as iron bandsfill ofcoals offire,
in which she was obliged to dance. And so in the red, glowing shoes she
continued to dance till shefell dead on thefloor, a sad example ofenvy and
jealousy(Grimm 188-198).
For the final chapter, I will take a different approach when analyzing
Snow- White and the Seven Dwarfs. This tale is mostly spiritual, although it does
have social and political undertones included by the Brothers. An element ofthe
story that is often overlooked by many scholars and has not yet been thoroughly
discussed is the use of numbers and colors in the text and how they relate to the
message the Brothers tried to send to readers. In the story, actions usually occur
in sets of three or seven. There is also much detail in the terms ofcolor
throughout the text, from the white snow at the feet ofthe girl’s mother to the
changing colors ofthe new queen’s face. By exploring the meanings of different
numbers and colors and applying them to the text, different religious and social
themes can be seen and understood.
The number seven is thought to have both good and bad meanings. The
Bible often references the number seven. For example,the Bible states that God
created the world in seven days(six days ofcreation and one day ofrest). For this
reason, there are seven days in the week, with the seventh day historically being
set aside for rest in the Christian religion. Also, the book ofRevelation references
many groups ofseven, such as churches, stars, kings, angels, crowns,trumpets.
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and kings. More relevant to this tale, however,is that seven is the number of
deadly sins, or cardinal sins, that are found in the Christian religion. Robert
Thurman writes that the seven deadly sins have served as inspiration for wnters
throughout history:
The sins inspired medieval and Renaissance writers including
Chaucer, Dante, and Spenser, who personified the seven in rich
and memorable characters. Depictionsjgrew to include associated
colors, animals, and punishments in hellfor the deadly offenses.
Through history, thefamous list has emerged in theological and
philosophical tracts, psychology,politics, social criticism, popular
cidture, and art and literature(Thurman xii).
The Brothers became part ofthis group ofwriters that incorporated the deadly
sins into literature, and associated it with colors, such as red, black, green, yellow,
and white.

The seven deadly sins did not originate from the Bible and can be traced
back to the fourth century by Evagrius ofPontus and later by John of Cassius
more
(Thurman xi). The capital sins, as they are sometimes called, once were
than seven in number, but were narrowed down by St. Thomas Aquinas and the
Western Churchmen,and have remained unchanged ever since(Wilson xiii).
Because each ofthe seven deadly sins is thought to lead to other sins, they are
considered the root of all sin, and are ranked by increasing severity, pride/vanity,
greed/covetousness, lust, envy, gluttony, wrath, and sloth.
The first deadly sin apparent in the stepmother is pride/vanity. She takes
pride in her beauty, which she shows by continually consulting the mirror for
reassurance of her unmatched attractiveness. Her vanity in this aspect, which is
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the least of the seven deadly sins, is only the beginning ofher demise. This first
deadly sin proves to be a slippery slope to the other deadly sins, which is fitting
since the deadly sins are supposed to be the root of all other sin. Because she is
so pridefiil of her beauty, she soon demonstrates a deadlier sin. After the queen
consults the mirror and learns ofSnow-white’s unsurpassed beauty,she “was
terrified, and turned green and yellow with jealousy(Grimm 189).” In other
words, she is envious.
After four attempts to kill the girl, and after learning from the mirror that
the girl still lives, the queen dies dancing in her own state of“envy and jealousy.
The death ofthe queen is a representation of what can happen ifa person lets a
cardinal sin take over their lives. Because the queen was so envious ofSnowwhite and her beauty, she let the emotion consume her life, which finally lead to
her destruction. The same can happen to a person ifhe or she lets a cardinal sinwhether it is envy or another sin -take over his or her life in reality.
The deadly sin ofenvy is associated with the colors yellow and green.
Yellow is an interesting choice to represent envy because it typically has many
meanings, from health and well-being to signs of being timid and ofhaving an
inferiority complex (Cayce 12). For purposes in this tale, yellow indicating the
latter is perhaps the most appropriate because the queen could likely have

an

inferiority complex as seen by her extreme desire to be more beautiful than her
stepdaughter. The relation between green and envy may be a little easier to
understand in today’s society because ofthe popular saying “green with envy.”
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Although green can indicate the power of healing and is “helpfiil, strong,
friendly,” Edgar Cayce writes,“As it tends toward yellow it is weakened. A
lemony green, with a lot of yellow, is deceitful(Cayce 13).” Because the face of
the Queen turns both yellow and green, she is physically exuding her
deceitfiilness, which can be seen when she disguises herselfin order to attempt to
kill Snow-white.
Although the death ofthe queen can represent what will happen ifany
cardinal sin takes over a person’s life, it is fascinating that the Brothers put an
emphasis on envy. Envy is not seen as the most severe cardinal sin, but the words
“jealousy” and “envy” are repeated several times throughout the tale in
correlation with the stepmother. This could have something to do with what was
happening in the lives of the Brothers. During their lifetime, the Brothers would
have seen a society in which wealth was not equally distributed. When first
edition ofKinder- und Hausmdrchen (Children '5 and Household Tales) was
published in 1812,the German civilians were feeling the effects ofGermany s
war with France. The country was in the midst ofthe Napoleonic Wars, and the
French soldiers occupying Germany would often take whatever they needed from
the Germany civilians, leaving them out to dry. David Blackboum wntes:
The French acquired everything they neededfrom their reluctant
hosts: wine, coffee, cocoa, clothing, boots, shoes, hats mattresses,
blankets, linen, soap, medicine, household utensils, iron, tin,
leather, paper,firewood, weapons, ammunition..Jn the matter of
money, French armies were also left tofendfor themselves by a
permanently indebted government. They responded by demanding
levies and ’loans'from the localpopulation, demands that were
unrealistic, arbitrary and repeated. The sanctions used to coerce
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payment included punitive billeting, threats to property and
hostage-taking(Blackboum,History ofGermany 1780-1918 50).

After the wars ended in 1815,the German economy took more than 20 years to
recover its losses(Blackboum,History ofGermany 1780-1918158). During this
time there was a large gap in society in terms ofthe rich and the poor, with far
more being poor than rich. By emphasizing envy as a cardinal sin, the Brothers
could have been trying to target the story towards the commoners of Germany.
Although they did not have what the upper class had in terms of material wealth
and beautiful things, the Brothers warned them against being envious by
reiterating it as a cardinal sin.
Wrath is another deadly sin the queen obviously exhibits. Each time she
consults her mirror and does not receive the response she expects,she reacts in an
»it

Ifshe

angry manner. For example,“Then the wicked woman uttered a curse-

had caught sight of Snow-white at that moment,she would have been ready to
tear her heart out ofher body,she hated the maiden so fiercely, and The queen
trembled and quaked with rage.” Instead ofaccepting her stepdaughter s beauty,
she resorts to violence. Her wrath blinds her,and she does not think twice about
the value ofSnow-white’s life or the possible consequences ofkilling her
stepdaughter.
Perhaps the stepmother is so angiy about Snow-white’s beauty because
she is greedy, which is another deadly sin. For the stepmother, it is not enough
for her to be beautiful, or to even be the most beautiful in her geographic region.
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as the mirror tells her she is after Snow-white goes to live in the castle over the
hills. The queen is greedy in that she wants to be the most beautiful woman
above all others. In fact, she lusts for it- another cardinal sin. By fretting over
Snow-white’s beauty so much she shows her intense desire to have what she does
not already have. Her yearning for unmatchable beauty is simply lusting.
Gluttony is a sin that is much more subUe in the text. Snow-white is used
to exemplify this deadly sin, but in a different way from how the queen is used to
exemplify other sins. When Snow-white eats and drinks a small portion ofeach
dwarfs meal, her reason for doing so is that “she did not like to take all she
wanted from one alone(Grimm 189).” In Ihts way. Snow-white goes against
each
gluttony by only taking a small amount ofwhat she actually wanted from
dwarfs plate or cup. Instead, she thinks ofothers and exhibits self control by
. Snow-white taking only a
only taking a little of what she wants from each plate
,not what will fully satisfy.
little is symbolic ofonly taking what is necessary.
ion ofSnow-White and the Seven
In the Grimm brothers’ original version
she thinks is Snow-white,
Dwarfs, the evil stepmother eats the heart ofwhat
which could be considered gluttonous The only thing the queen required was the
death ofthe girl and nothing else. It was

not enough to have the girl killed, but
one of

the queen also felt the need to physically take over the girl by dev

g

her vital organs.
is seen in two instances. In
Sloth, the most severe ofthe deadly sins, is _
today’s society. Sloth is usually used when referencing laziness. When the
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Brothers worked on this tale,“sloth” had a different meaning. What did Sltoh
refer to? Evelyn Waugh writes:
St. Thomas 5 answer is both comforting and surprising: tiistitmde
hono spirituali. sadness in theface ofspiritual good. Man is made
forjoy in the love ofGod, a love which he expresses in service. If
he deliberately turns awayfrom thatJob, he is denying the purpose
ofhis existence. The malice ofSloth lies not merely in the neglect
ofduty (though that can be a symptom ofit) but in the refasal of
Joy. It is allied to despair(Wilson 58).
The queen then commits the sin ofsloth by letting her emotions rule her thoughts
and actions instead ofturning herselftowards God. As previously discussed, the
queen fretted so much over not being the most beautiful in the land that jealousy
and envy grew every day in her heart stronger and stronger,like a disease, tiU she
had no rest day or night(Grimm 189).” By letting the cardinal sins consume her,
she is unable to focus her attention to God, which represents Sloth. Now being
guilty of every cardinal sin, the stepmother is truly a representation of evil. She is
an example of how once people allow themselves to succumb to one cardinal sin.
they quickly fall to every cardinal sin.
Another instance where sloth is found is actually through the dwarfs.
After the dwarfs fail to revive Snow-white for a third time after one ofher
stepmother’s murder attempts, the dwarfs 'seated themselves round her, and wept
and mourned for three days(Grimm 195).” For three days Snow-white was the
focus oftheir attention and nothing else. It is in this way that the otherwis
saintly dwarfs commit a cardinal sin. Instead ofkeeping their attention towards
God,they consume themselves with despair. It is curious

that the Brothers have
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the dwarfs commit such a sin when they otherwise represent goodness. Perhaps it
is to show that even the most religious of men can fall victim to a deadly sin if
they are not very watchful.
The cardinal sins, which lead souls to eternal damnation, are contrasted by
the seven heavenly virtues, which are: faith, hope,justice, charity, fortitude,
prudence, and temperance. The virtues, like the cardinal sins, did not originate in
the Bible, but instead from religious figures to counter the deadly sins(Thurman
xi). Even though the dwarfs do commit the deadly sin ofsloth, they do exhibit
qualities that are representative ofthe heavenly virtues.
When the dwarfs arrive home from mining,they quickly discover that
everything is not as they left it. Some oftheir food and wine is missing, utensils
and cups have been used, and their beds have been touched. When they find the
sleeping girl in the eldesTs dwarfs bed, however,they showed great temperance.
Instead of becoming angry and waking the girl for questioning, they simply let her
sleep. One ofthe dwarfs even shares his bed with the eldest dwarfsince his bed is
being occupied by Snow-white.
When deciding that Snow-white can stay with them as long as she
completes the household chores, the dwarfs exhibited charity. Even though they
are getting something out ofthe arrangement,they could havejust as easily sent
her on her way and continued to go about their lives as they did prior to her
arrival. Surely they must know that by aiding Snow-white,they are endangering
their own lives as well. Through their charity, the dwarfs showed great courage.
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This leads us to the virtue offortitude. Even though they knew that the evil
stepmother would soon discover the whereabouts ofher stepdaughter, the dwarfs
were willing to provide protection and nourishment for the girl.
After the dwarfs revived Snow-white from her first near-death experience,
they begin exhibiting the heavenly virtue ofprudence. They are wise to counsel
Snow-white not to talk to any strangers in their absence. The dwarfs are being
careful, and counsel Snow-white to be careful, when they are not there because
any stranger could be the stepmother in another disguise. When Snow-white is
tricked by her stepmother for the third time, they show hope in that she can be
revived again. The first two times they are successful in their attempts to restore
her, but the last time they are not. Although they could not revive Snow-white,
they didn’t give up trying after the first attempt. They had hope that they could
bring her back to consciousness as they did the first two times. In other words.
the Brothers were saying that the CJerman people should never give up hope,
The last heavenly virtue the dwarfs demonstrated in the tale is faith. After
Snow-white’s death, they were faithful to her by keeping watch over her rp
and never leaving it alone. They showed faith in the prince when he promised to
take good care ofthe girl in the coffin, even though they barely knew him. They
trusted in the stranger and had faith that Snow-white would be in good hands.
Like the number seven,the number three is also significant in th
Just as the number seven is found throughout the Christianity, the number thre
also thought to have some religious meaning. The number often represents the
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Trinity: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. The Bible states that it was on
the third day that Christ rose from the dead. The number three not only appears
often in religious context, it is also a common number used in folktales - for
example, the three little pigs and the common theme ofa genie granting three
wishes. Snow-white and the Seven Dwarfs is no exception. From the very
beginning we see the “theme ofthree” by the three drops ofblood Snow-white s
mother bleeds from her pricked finger. Snow-white is saved by three different
male figures (the dwarfs counting as one),the dwarfs mourn the girl s death for
three days, and the witch disguises herselfthree times.
One of the biggest themes in the tale that correlates with the number three
deals with social and religious elements. Each time Snow-white is in danger of
death, she is saved not by her own doing, but by someone else. There are three
groups of men that save her: first the hunter, then the dwarfs,and lastly the king.
This may be because Christians believe when a person is saved spiritually, then
they are saved by not one divine presence, but three, the Trinity. Why is she only
saved by males,though? One reason could be that Christians believe the human
race was saved by Jesus, a male, God is also referred to as “Him” in scripture. In
a social context, women are beneath that ofmen and need men to survive.
Although women are expected to be contributing members ofsociety as discussed
in Rumpelstiltskin, at the time they would have ultimately d^ended on the male,
especially since Germany worked under a patriarchic system as previously
discussed. Also note that although the queen correctly guesses that the man she
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has asked to kill Snow-white has duped her, he never faces any kind ofretribution
for his actions.
The first set ofthree that readers come across in this tale is the three drops
of blood, that come from Snow-white’s maternal mother when she pricks herself
with her netting needle, dropping onto the white snow. Although the number
three is still important in the “theme ofthree,” in this instance the color in this
scene is just as significant. White represents purity, and the color is symbolic of
Christ(Cacye 14). The red blood on the white snow is described as beautiful, and
it is reminiscent Christ shedding his blood for our sins. This idea is further
supported by ebony netting needles. Black can symbolize calamity, sin, darkness
and death (Heather 169). The black needles prick the queen, making her red
blood fall onto the white snow. Similarly, it is because ofsin(black)that Christ,
who was pure and innocent(white), had to shed his blood(red) and die on the
cross (black again).
Snow white is also described in terms ofthe colors black, white, and red.
“Very soon after this the queen had a little daughter who was very fair, had rosy
cheeks, and hair as black as ebony; and they gave her the name ofSnow-white
(Grimm 188).” Some scholars interpret these colors as representing her hfe story.
White represents her purity when the girl is bom,red represents her coming into
womanhood by her menstruation cycle, and black represents her death. In
continuation with the seven deadly sins and the seven heavenly virtues, it is fitting
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that black represents sin, red represents the bloodshed by Chnst to rid ofsin, and
white represents purity.
Not everything about Snow-white’s goodness and purity seems to mesh,
though. Snow-white is not in control ofher own fate, and ifshe is then she
certainly shows no signs of it. She relies simply on her beauty and iimocence to
evoke emotional salvation from her saviors. For example, when the hunter goes
to kill the girl, “she looked so innocent and beautiful as she knelt, that the hunter s
heart was moved with compassion(Grimm 188).” Then, when the dwarfs
discovered her in the bed she looked so beautiful that they dared not disturb her.
When the prince sees her body in the coffin, he pleads with one ofthe dwarfs to
let him take her, saying,“I know not why,but my heart is drawn towards this
beautiful child, and I feel I cannot live without her(Grimm 196). What the
Brothers could be showing,though,is that the fate ofhumans depends entirely on
the Trinity. It is not up to humans to decide when they shall or shall not die,
although they may have preference.
Snow-white’s purity also comes when she demonstrates some
characteristics oftwo ofthe deadly sins: gluttony and vanity. Even though it has
already been argued that she goes against gluttony by only taking a small amount
of what she wants off each plate, is she not still obtaining all that she wants,even
though she is getting it from different sources? Iflooked at in this light,the girl
could be considered gluttonous. Although she is only taking a small amount from
each plate, in the end she still takes all she wants. I think that this interpretation is
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ultimately incorrect, although an argument can be made for it. IfSnow-white was
concerned only for her needs, then she could have easily eaten and drunk all she
wanted from one dwarfs meal.
When the deadly sin of vanity comes into play, however,I am a little more
suspicious of her character. She is tempted by her stepmother in disguise by
worldly items, such as the lace the queen tries to suffocate her with and the
beautiful but fatal comb the stepmother convinces her to put in her hair. The
second time is perhaps worse because she has already been forewarned by the
dwarfs not to speak with strangers, and has already been fooled by a peddler
woman trying to sell her material items. The stepmother seems to have foimd her
stepdaughter’s weakness. Snow-white has a difficult time resisting items ofthe
material world, even when she knows that she should.
Making such a saintly, victimized character like Snow-white have such
. There is an idea in literature.
tragic flaws is peculiar, but it does serve a purpose
especially in the morality plays ofthe Renaissance period,in that having the
“good” character fall to something evil, but ultimately come out on top,shows
readers that anyone can be a victim oftemptation and therefore sin. IfSnowwhite, as pure and innocent as she is, can be tempted,then anyone can be.
Whether Snow-white learned anything from her sin or not we as readers never
find out; it does provide hope for salvation to those who sin,though.
Furthermore, each time she gives into temptation she pays the
consequences, but is then saved. The third time the stepmother disguises herself
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and succeeds in the “death” of Snow-white,Snow-white is very much a Christlike figure. When she dies, the readers have several clues that she is not really
dead. The color stays in her cheeks and she remainsjust as beautiful as she was
when she was conscious. Like Jesus’ followers, the dwarfs mourn for the girl for
tliree days. Even though Christ rose from the dead on the third day and Snowwhite did not awaken until later, the three days of mourning is still similar.
Another similarity between the “death” of Christ and the “death” ofSnow White
is that both of their bodies were taken and placed in protective confinement.
Christ was laid in a tomb and Snow-white was placed in a glass coffin. Both
awaken and are restored to the amazement ofthose who love them. Futhermore,
apples, like the one Snow-white eats the third time the Queen tries to kill her, in
literature are symbolic of eternal life(Olderr 4). By eating the apple, and then
never really dying. Snow-white is like Christ in that she has everlasting life.
The mixture ofblack, white, and red associated with Snow-white furthers
the theme of Christianity. Although she is mostly pure, represented by her fanskin, humans will always sin, even ifin a small amount,represented by her black
hair, The hope for salvation by the blood Christ shed on the cross is always
present, shovm by Snow-white’s red lips.
It is in these ways that the colors ofthe stories correlate to the numbers
seven and three. Since the Brothers were deeply religious,they would have been
familiar with the seven deadly sins and the seven heavenly virtues. They would
have also would have known how the numbers seven and three played a role in
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the Bible. Their knowledge ofthe scripture paired with their ability to write their
own different themes into folktales served them well in writing their version of
this tale.
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Conclusion
Somethingfor everyone
Folktales are deeply embedded into many cultures around the world.
Whether by word of mouth or by words printed on a page, everyone has been
exposed to folktales in one form or another. It wasn’t until the Brothers began to
work on their tales, however, that folktales were transformed into historical
accounts of a particular society. This technique gave them an edge that lead to
international popularity over a relatively short period oftime. Over one hundred
years after the first edition ofKinder-und Hausmarchen (Children "s and
Household Tales), the Brothers are still widely known and their work continues to
be celebrated.

Just as the Brothers shaped the folktales to portray what was happening
politically, socially, and religiously during their lifetime in Germany,current
Germans still identify with the Brothers’ work-even though the issues many be
different now. In his book The Brothers Grimm,Jack Zipes includes a chapter
titled “German Obsessions with the Fairy Tale,” in which he relates how Germans
are portrayed to the rest ofthe world by use ofthe Grimm brothers’ tales. For
example, he uses the cover ofthe August 11, 1984 issue of The Economist, which
featured a picture portraying Hansel and Grethel to show how Germany explains
what is happening in their country. The magazine cover was accompanied by an
article inside, which read:
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Once upon a time (in the late 1960s), a hostile stepmother(West
Germany's Christian Democrats)and a kindly but weakfather(the
Social Democrats) decided that they had no roomfor children who
thoughtfor themselves. So they abandoned Hansel and Gretel
(rebellious young West Germans)in a dense wood. Farfrom
perishing, as their parents had expected, Hansel and Gretel
became Greens. They quaked at theforest's nuclear terrors and
cherished its trees. Soon they spied a glittering gingerbread house
(the Bundestag)in a clearing. Being hungry, they ran inside. This
was theirfirst big test. For the house belonged to the wicked witch
ofthe establishment(Zipes, The Brothers Grimm).
The author ofthe article used the tale oiHansel and Grethel as an analogy to
portray current political turmoil in Germany to readers. Using the tale, which was
widely popularized by the Brothers when they used it to describe social issues in
Germany,to portray current political turmoil in Germany shows how the stories
still live on. Hansel and Grethel has come full circle, starting from the time when
the Brothers interpreted it to reflect Germany in the sixteenth and seventeenth
century to the updating ofthe tale to reflect modern-day Germany. References
and updated versions ofthe work ofthe Grimm Brothers serve as testimony to the
impact and significance oftheir work. The article is evidence that the works of
the Brothers have deeply impacted the German society and the rest ofthe world,
as they are still used to portray German society.
The Germans aren’t the only group ofpeople that identify with the
Brothers’ work now. In the West, societies have adopted many ofthe Grimm
brothers’ tales as their own. In the U.S.,this adaptation was particularly done
through the works of Walt Disney. Cinderella and Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, and Little Red Riding Hood have been made into motion pictures, and
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they join Rumpelstiltskin and Hansel and Grethel in the long list ofpopular
published children tales that stem from the Brothers’ work. Each tale is tailored
to fit tlie social, economic,racial, and political standings ofour culture,just as
they were in the days ofthe Brothers Grimm. For example,the tales Disney
selected to make into motion pictures, such as Snow^-\\;hite and the Seven Dwarfs
and Cinderella, were mostly made between the years 1930 and 1960. The
characters were portrayed as white, clean-cut Americans. The endings were
always happy, with tlie prince coming to save the helpless female at any grotesque
elements removed from the story. The way Disney portrayed these characters and
changed the plot line reflects the values and the culture ofAmerica during that
time period.

Disney’s interpretation ofthe Brothers Grimm work also served as
distractions for the American people. The movie Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs was aimed at tlie victims ofthe Great Depression. Made in 1937, during
the midst of the Depression, Disney “projected his ideological vision ofan orderly
society that could only sustain itselfifirrational and passionate forces are held in
check — just as his amusement parks today demonstrate(Zipes, The Brothers
Grimm 25).” Instead of associating evil with capitalism and the government,
viewers could associate it with more fantastical things, such as black-magic or
witches. This distracted the American people from the realities ofevery-day life.
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The other tales also show signs of Americanization. In Disney’s versions
of the tales, most of the grotesque elements are taken out and all end resolved and
happy. At the end ofLittle Red Riding Hood,the girl is never eaten. Instead of
the wicked stepsisters in Cinderella being punished for their craelty, theyjust
disappear. In Hansel and Gretel, which was made into a digital short in 1982
with little success, tlie witch is not pushed into the oven and the plot is
significantly shorter. The little man in Rumpelstiltskin does not tear himselfin
halves, but literally vanishes instead.

These are only some ofthe edits made by the American culture, though.
The tales can be seen in societies throughout the world, and in many different
forms depending on how they are made to fit into that society. The works ofthe
Brothers Grimm live on in that others are using the tales as reflections oftheir
societies,just as they did.
The Brothers’ literature is timeless, as shown by their popularity in
modem-day cultures. Although the Brothers shaped the tales to make a historical
account ofseventeenth and eighteenth century Germany,the tales can still be
applied to current societies around the globe. In this way,the Brothers’ versions
ofthe tales are universal. They have the ability to serve as historical accounts of
notjust Germany,but of many societies, and over a long period oftime. Even in
an age ofcomputers and video games,it is doubtful that the Grimm brothers’
literature will disappear anytime soon.
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And they lived happily ever after. The end.
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